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The American Association of
Retired Persons and the
National Retired Teachers
Association has put out a
book let
entitled
"Your
Retirement Web- GitTde.
This booklet contains a lot of
material which is of interest to
an older person.

id that in-

.

-"" "••••

-Such things as how to live
more safely, what hazards to
avoid, how to prevent falls,
safety from burglary, safety in
- the streets, avoiding fraud and
what to do if an actident occurs.
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A person 65 or older usually
just does not have the reflexes
of a twenty year old person, nor
are vision and hearing as acute
as it was. With this being the _
situation, a person-has to be.
more careful on the streets, on
stairways, in the home and
A young
everywhere else.
peraon can take a pretty nasty
fall with the results being only a
bruise and soreness for a day or
so, while an older person
taking the same fall could
receivebad break.
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Around the bird...feeder this
morning,several Juncoes, two
tves,
Blue 'Jiys, one Red Bellied
Woodpecker and a Brown
• Thrasher
Oh yeah, if you want one of
those booklets on retirement
safety, write "Retirement
Safety Guide", NRTA-AARP,
1225 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20036. They
are free.
"True liberty consists in the
privilege of enjoying our own
rights, not in the destruction of
the rights of others."
--George Plackard

"There Is as country in the
world in which everything can
tSe provided for by the laws, or
in which political institutions
ran prove a substitute for
common sense and public
morality."
--De Toequeville
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)WS: Utility
19.00-21.00,
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S. 26.00-27.75.
SLVES AND
18O-24011s.
mixed Good
44.00i mixed
-140-350 lbs.
Choice
41.50, 400-500
100-600 lbs.
I Good and
35.50-38.50,
35.50, 500-600
300-400 lbs.
D lbs. 30.50.
28.50-30.50.
i'ERS: Choice
34.50, 400-500
-600lbs. 27.50I and Choice
-32.50, 400-500
-600 lbs. 25.50-

Choice 225000-225.00..
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Meet Here Friday

•

The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club will hold Its
regillei _Meeting- and-Poirodiluncheon at the social hall Of the
First United Methodist Church
on Friday, January 7, at twelve
noon.
Bingo will be played following
the luncheon. Members are
asked to bring white elephant
"i&fU for prizes:
In charge of arrangements
will be Ivy C4ver,-141r-andIVIre.
Clarence Horton; Mrs. Ruby,
Harris, Mrs. Essie
Mrs. Lenore Jones, Mrs.
Hildred Sharpe,.and Mrs.:Mina
Waters.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
according to 0. C. McLemore,
president

2 The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Pei* cloudy and -not quite
so arid tonight. Low tonight in
low 20s. Friday-increasing
cloudiness and warmer. with
highs in the mid 40's. Colder
again Friday night. Outlook for
Saturday-sunny with warming
by afternoon.
• '-EXTENDED.OUILOOK *
'Merits a chance of precipilation in Most of Kentucky Sunday aWM"eastern Kentucky
Monday. A slight rise in temperatures Saturday through
Monday. Highs in the 40s and
.50e. Lows in the 203 and 30s.

Ford Gains
of PS Cipitiniiss on

made more progress in the last
four years, while Louie B.
Nunn was governor, than it had
over its entire history.
"But in the second day of this
session," he asserted, "it has
backed up more than ever before."
changes rejected
*the Democrats would have:
-members
minority-party,'for the first
the
thise.i1Litiotes7-en,
Committee an Committees,
panel which assignsbills -"W
committee.
-Adopted a so-calltd meow
sent calendar" under which
bfflitattlh scant opposition can
be voted on at one time 13y1he
House, thus expediting its
work.
- -Divided the Judiciary Committee into two bodies because
of the heavy workload of that
.
- panel.
DeMarcus said the House
the
Democratk and . Republican
leadership .hadd agreed on
FRANKFORT, Ky. (4)__A rules changes, a statement
strong critic of Gov. wetsdell which House speaker -Norbert
Ford dur•Wft-test legislative Blunie disputed later. _
Blumesaid he had "a worksession,state sec onion Hub.
relationship" with De;•.
infr
only
bard, D-Mayfield, is-the
1970 committee chairman not 'Marcus and had told the Retie given a chairmanship this publican leader he personally
had no objections to the proyear.
-changes. But when the changes were
wini- named Wedries-,10---head" the Senate submitted-la theiloose Demo:ciary Committee, which crats, he said, a strong feeling
was chaired by Hubbard during emerged against thethree cited
by DeMarcus. Some more mi_tbe 191.0 session,_
Sens. B. E. Billings, D-Stan- ner changes, designed basically
ton, and Delbert Murphy, D- to improve the mechanical
--exchanged chair- werhfoJi.of the ilotia? were,ac.tnanships. Billings moved to cepted, he said.
The changes were recomthe Business Organizations and
Professions Committee and mended by the Citizens AdvisoMurphy took over the Elections ry Committee on the State Legand Constitutional Amendments
(Continued on Page Eight)
Committee.
Other chairmanships announced by the Senate Committee on Committees were:
Thomas Harris, D-Worthville,
Agriculture and Natural Resources; G. Gibson Downing,
D-Lexington,
Appropriations
PARIS, Tenn. ( AP )-The
and Revenue; Pat McCuiston,
D-Hopkinsville, Banking and In- Army Corps of Engineers will
surance; Nicholas Baker, D- hold a public hearing tonight at
Louisville, Cities; Edwin -Fre- the Paris Landing;Inn on a
man, D-Harrodsburg, Counties proposal to constrilct sewage
and Special Districts; Lacey treatment facilities- for Paris
,D4Auravale, Educatiod; Landing State
Walter Criley, planning
Georgia Davis, D-Louisville,
Health and Welfare; Tom Mob- director for the Tennessee
ley, D-Louisville, Highways and Department of Conservation,
said representatives from the
Traffic Safety;
Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville, state conservation and. health
Labor and Industry; William departments, the Tennessee
Gentry, D-Bardstown, Public Valley Authority and private
UtilitiesiT and- Transportation; Interests are expected to attend.
William Brandies, Nashville
and Wilson Palmer, D-Cyndistrict engineer, will preside.
thiana, State Government.

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The top House Republican has
accused his Democratic colleagues of backing up from improvements made in the Kentucky General Assembly after
four years of progress
House minority leader Herold
DeMarcus of Stanford made,
accusation Wednesday after
ult ckIP0CT,ItiChad
-19
}
learn,A4..
TeTeCtea three rule changes reconunended by the Citizens Advisory Comxpitteeon the Legislature.
De Marcus maintained that
the--
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By SY RAMSEY
The PSC chairman makes
Associated Press Writer
$18,000 a year and the other
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
two members $16,000. They do
Democratic Qov. Wendell Ford not receive expenses.
has gained control of the state
Kelley's post also will end in
Public Service Commission
(Continued on Pace Eight)
through Senate action.
The "Deinocratic-dominated
refused
chambi"lednesdaY
t° Ri
..
la"ll AbdiS11
confirm the nomination of Joe
Lane Tra
virof
.
on an interim basis by former
Republican Gov. Louie B. Nunn
•,„
15 monnths
it ago.
turned around and IS
approved Ford's recommendation that Barkley Sturgil of
"FRANKFOFtT,Ky.(AP)- A
Prestonsburg be named to the bill10 abolish the sales tax on -groceries wits introduced in the --Poet—
The action means the PSC, Kentucky General Assembly
•A
which recently has undergone Wednesday by State Rep. John
internal dissension, will change Isler, D-Covington.
•
A st
.r6f
*
direction.
The bill is the same as one he
• .411r
.6110b
-aft
an:
Ns
Travis, who opposed chair- has submitted repeatedly since
man Harold Kelley of Ashland, 1964. But such a proposal probWILL) LIFE-A pair of rare and endangered black-footed ferrets peer from a
ENDANGERED WILD
a Democrat, is gone, replaced ably will succeed in the 1972
prairie dog hole near White River, S.D., in this photograph released in Washington by the Interior
by a second Democrat.
legislature since Gov_ Wendell
Department. Efforts to save them is-a serious stumbling block with the death of all of the females in
Republican Howard Clay of Ford made a commitment to
captivity. Only two males remain in Captivity.
Louisville ends his term by that effect during his campaign
(AP Wirephoto) March 1 and Ford merely for governor.
needs to appoint another Demon---No action is likely on Isler's
- crat. Confirmation by the Sen- - bill until Ford's plan is subate, required in PSC nomi- milled along with his budget.
nations, is almost certain.
Ford has said he would tie the
It is doubtful the PSC, now 2- proposed removal of the sales
1 Democratic, will wait that tax on groceries to his plan to
impese_a_ 5m/owlet...Su__
!oOli to ..1441m.
—uciisis
- One persen:ctirry
.such as pOstibly_the rehiring of mai,
Gus
EtWUMEEd Other -liffirs
Route Two was reported Injured The truck collided with the
Trankfort-Twelve senators; longtime rate expert who was Wednesday, the second day of
in the traffic collision that oc- Adams .car going south on including. Paducah's Tom pushed out, reportedly_ by the the 1972 session, would:
curred Wednesday afternoon at
•
Garrett and Pat McCuistoi of Republicans.
-Require the Kentucky Pubthe intersection of Cherry a
Cher.°
Poliee rePortStr*t' aaecrding---11) the 'Pembroke,
of
State Sen. Willrer Logan, a lic Safety Department to notify
Damage to the Ford was on Kirtsey,introducedi bill in the Madisonville 15ernocrat, is ru- all drivers 30 days before theis
Ash Streets, according to the
report filed by the investigating the left side and-to the truck On Rennie WMnd*y that wooki moredinlineia..sucoted _Oft.=
_1.....driYerte- liOne.c.o_.0..!_motcrt_e side.
n
afkers br life Murray Police
require the state to pay $5,000 in
The Pod gained by Sitwell, a operators' licenses were a I- Three other-collisions -were dead benefits to widows kr 43-year-old Floyd County attor- to expire-sponsored by Rep.
Department.
The injured person was investigated by the City Police survivuig children of Kentucky ney, is said to have bee! re- Fred Morgan, D.-Paducah.
treated-for,an inittry of the left an Wednesday, but-no hjuries police officers killed in the line served for Sanate malbritY - -Require all public and priShOulde-F at the emergency ; were bated on the reports filed of duty.
leader Dee Huddleston of Eliza- vate high schools to offer
room of the Murray-Calloway by _ the officers.
The bill seeks such payment bethtown, who managed Ford's courses in driver's education,
County Hospital, according to
Vehicles involved in a to survivtla of officers em- campaigns.
-making course completion necthe hospital officials.
When Huddleston announced essary for graduation-incollision at 1:54 p.m. at Five ployed fulltime for not fewer
Vehicles involved were a 19116 Points were a 1964 Chevrolet than 40 hours weekiy by,any city recently as a Democratic can- trodueed by Morgan.
Ford four door owned by Roy two door owned by Tommy or county or by the state. The didate for U. S. Senate, plans
-Provide for the state to pay
Adams and driven by Sherry Manis and driven by Janis Joan benefits would be an addition to were changed and Sturgill was $5,000 to the spouse or children
Lemenda Adams of Hazel Route Manis of Murray Route Six, and any benefits now provided.
tapped.
of local or state police officers
Two, and a • 1969- to ton
a 1968 Ford one ton wrecker
killed on duty-submitted by
Chevrolet truck owned tit. the driven by Herman Wright
Sen. Donald Johnson, R-Fort
Murray Lumber Company and
ohnson, of_hturray Route One.
Thomas.
driven by H. L. Cunninghamn of
Police said Johnson was on
-Require magazine salesmen,_
613 South 3rd Street, Murray. the-service station lot on the
to register with the county
, Police said Cunningham, north side of College Farm
sheriff before soliciting orders
going west on Ash Strecg, triea Road. Johnson failed to see the
or making contracts-sponsored
to stopat the stop sign at_ChArry.
nis--ear-geing..weslan- the
by Reps. John Hardin III and- College Feral Road and the
James Bruce, both Democrats
-AvLOUISVILLE,Ky.(A?)
Lexington led in sales with
vehicles collided as he pulled
of Hopkinsville.
declined five Cents per
than 3.2 million pounds.
-Allow police court judges in
out into the street, -according to erages
hundred- pounds on tentucky Carrollton, Maysville and
the police report.
third class cities to appoint a
markets Sheliiville,also reported sales
• Damage to the _Mania car was. burley tobacco
court clerk-also submitted by
of more than. .one million
-an the right front fender and left Wednesday-.-- - Hardin and Bruce.
30
state's
the
marof
27
With
pounds.
back fender,and to the' Johnson
There were no sales Wednes-wrecker on the front bumper. kets in action, the Kentucky
report- day at Henderson, Mayfield
Involved in a collision at 8:58 Agriculture Department
ed 15,387,333 pounds sold at an and Russellville.
ed oil Palle Eight.)
average.of $83.66 per hundred
Wednesday was the last day
pounds. The figure was down of sales at Franklin, Glasgow
from Tuesday's record-average and Paducah. Greensburg is
-qi4AYF'IELD, Ky. (AP) scheduled to close today, with
shipment orheroin conhaea
$18.3
•G
oss
il.sales Wedoesdattotal- Bowling Green,_ London and:
here Wednesday by state and
ed $12,873,768. Somersetending their seasons
federal officials has been v
'-Carrollton MI:Sorted the day's Friday and Franklin 'holding its
ued at more than $300,000.
high average of $84.38 per hun- last sales next Wednesday.
Grave County Attorney BenThe meat processing plant of
dredweight. Richmiond, Danprices have gime up in violation jamin
Green River tobacco went for
Lookofsky said he
4
Old Kentucky Smokeshouse,
the
Moreand
Harrodsburg
of price controls.
ville,
per
$45.73
of
price
an average
the largthought it was one
North
Main St., Benton, was
averages
from
The investigation stems
hundredweight Wednesday.The
1 head also reported
,
413
‘
est seizure ever made hi Kendestroyed by. a fire whichthe latest Consumer Price' In$84.
above
283,sold
market
Madisonville
tucky. started about 6 pits. Tuesday
de: which showed higher prices
348 pounds at an iiserage of
Lookofsky, saYak-Cth Kenand continued into - the early
for most meats, and -a 2.8-per-•
-while
hundred,
per
$44.94
lucky and federal !gents, raidmorning hours Wednesday.
cent Mores* in clothing prices ed- a
an
at
.252,298
sold
Owensboro
house after having r
James Chaney, Re-lite_ Six,the. three months covtOerage of $46.61 per hundred.•
ceived a tip that a heroin shipMurray, owner and operator of"
'he freeze
ered by the tom,pounds
501,472
Russelville,
At
ment was arriving there fretri
the business, estimated the loss
On wages- -atioF priceit'ended
of one sucker tobacco sold at
Vietnam. A package, 'which
at $175,000.
Nov. 14.
an average of $47.72.
was part- of a -larger mail parMore than twenty firemen •
PRINCETON, Ky.-A 19belt,
burley
eight-state
the
deterOn
will
The ipot checks
cel, was confiscated. No arrestit
Murray' State prices leveled off from Tuesday worked in a downpour of sleet year-old
mine whether stores are ex- were Made.
-University cotalwaa_killedip a with a few grades Slightly low- and rain until the blaze apceeding Phase 2 regulations,
Loolcofsky said the package"
one car traffic accident at noon er, the Federal-State Market parentlyhadbeen extinguished.
that allow prices to rise only as contained 40 grams of heroin.
Windows of the structure were
S. A. William W. Scull
Wednesday on the
News Service reported.
they reflect increased costs, the Tests showed it to be 97 per cent
boarded up.
Kentucky Parkway, about line
still
baskets
of
majority
A
council said.
pure heroin.
About 3 a.m, another call
miles east of Princeton.
sold itsIbe narrow range of $83The county attorney said fedcame in on the fire which had
The victim was identified by
More than 6,000 IRS agents
hundredweight. Volume started up again. By the time
Kentucky State Police ail' Miss 85 per
made spot checks of retail out- eral officers are withholding
lighter at many 'the
much
Was
involved
persons
names
the
of
firemen had finished their
Katherine V. Holmes, of 317
lets beginning last Monday as
•
points.
are
arrests
made.
until
work thiitime, the building was
Fifth 'St., Henderson-Ky.
the requirements for posting
Taking part in the raid were " Navy S. A. William W. Scull,
gutted and only the walls
freeze-period ceiling prices
According to State Trooper
. members of the Kentucky stale son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Scull Louis Oliver,- Miss Holmes was
DAR CHAPTEP.
remained. One-portion of a side
went into effect.
Police, the Kentucky Health
wall fell during'the fire.
Hazel, graduated from Great a passenger in a car driven by
In New York City, checks Department's Bureau of Drug of
Oury
Wendell
The Captain
GreatThe meat Aproccissing plant
at
Center
of
also
24,
Robert
Blades,
Earl
Training
Lakes
showed 72 per cent of stores in Control, the US. Customs
Chapter of the Daughters of the was also used for curing„haisui
-..•
recently.
Henderson.
Lakes,
Brooklyn were not in com- AgencY Service, the Federal.,
American Revolution will meet and housed 'a "great quantity"the Former Hazel-Irian . Blades apparently list control at
pliance, and 60 per cent non- Bureau of Narcotics and Pan. •
the home of Mrs. Doris Nance Of Meat, Chaney said., of the car -on the icy roadway,
has been assigned to the
compliance in Manhattan.
gerous Drugs and the U.S. Cost Atlantic- Fleet on the Aircraft and slid sideways into a on Saturday, January' 8, at
The meat pfliteSsing plant
According to the IRS sampl- Office.
eleven a.m. Each member is wasone of two operations of Old
guardrail, according to Oliver,
_wig; his
Intrepid
USS
rrier
Virginia
ingi_ the _ itate_ of
bring ,a coyered dish.
asked
Kentucky smokehouse.,A retail
.16iiit; - and pinned-the-tiolizies_mir.L.
:
home port beintiquorisist)
SHRINE BREAKFAST
showed a 40 per cent noncom-irrielff-lldorwasnot------The.
salmi hundiii
_ --•
car.
Island.
-Rhode
- -.
The Mutray-CallOway County
darim-gecr
(Continued on Page Eight)
She. was pronounced dead it
S: -A. Scull is with the perBLi$LOCK NOW AT WORK
ir famtlies will
Shriners
Chaney was reixirted to have
partment. He will be -the scene of -the fiLcideUt,
renews .
baYe__thett.
•
James Blalock has resumed had insurance on the property
REALTORS MEETING
breakfast at the Holiday In: ha on a tour of duty in the North Blades and a third passenger in
Circuit Court Clerk "but that insuranee) doesn't ,
as
duties
Vickie
Miss
his
autotiiiibile,
the
the
to
go
later
will
andAtlantic
m.
nine
at
9,
January
Sanday,
The Murray Board of This Will be dre first breakfast Mediterranean area. r
Price, 18, of Henderson, were after hewing been ill_ He -wee - pay you tee the work and sweet-- Realtors will meet Friday at of the new year and all hsingraduated • from admitted to Caldwell County hospitalized in Memphis,Tenri., of trying to build a taisiness,"
Setifi
11:45 at the Southside hers and their families are Calloway County'High School in
War Memorial Hospital'Tnt for a short time during his Chaney said. He had Operated
_
the business for 24.1. years',
illness.
Restaurant.
of their injuries.%
treatment
-the
class
1971.
of
urged to attend.
• .
.4/

Food Sales Tax

introthKed

r

Sherry L Adams Injured In One Bill Would Award Of Four Collisions, Wednesday -Payment To Widow
be,--arbalititant_To.stoiL If Killed On Duty

--Hutchlapo

formerly

Hearing Slated
On Paris Landing
Sewage Treatment

Burley Prices In State
Drop 5 Cents Wednesday.

Heroin Is
Confiscated
At Mayfield

more

Meat Plant
At Benton
Destroyed -

Widespread Noncompliance With ,
funk Regulations Is Charged
By BILL NEIKIRK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nationwide spot checks by the Internal Revenue Service have
disclosed widespread noncompliance with government regulations _ requiring posting of
freestverlod ceiling prices.
'We're not satisfied," said
Jerry Portney, deputy IRS assistant'for' stabilization.
"They've got until the 17th to
shape up."
Jan. 17 is the date set by the
Price Commission for final
compliance with the posting requirernents. But btatinesses are
supposed to be complying now,
unless given the extra grace
period by IRS.
On another Phase 2 front, the
Cost of Living Council Wednesday ordered IRS to investigate
whether some food and clbthing

Repbrt Cards Are
Issued Here Today
The report cards were Issued
today to the studentsof Murray
High School for the last grading
•period-of the -first semester of
the sdstiol session, according to
F.11 Alexander, school principal.
Alexander urged the parents
to check the cards, sign them,
and him their children return
them to the school on Friday,
•abiniary-7

University Coed
Killed In Wreck

Navy S.A. Scull
Serving On Carrier

ro

•••
r......

r
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By United Press International - --Today is Thursday, Jan.6, the
iDDBL.ISIGED BY TtlE LEDGER & TIMES rususinis cohi:
PANY. IOC. 103 N. 4th St...elaarray. Kentuc1ty-41071. Phone_753-11111L '
sixth day of 1972 with 360 to
follow.
- W. P:We**, Praia:fent 0041-1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
The moon is approaching Its
'OebelAsCutetteon, News Editor and Production Managilk
—
By Shama Columbus
actually shooting someone',, last quarter.
We reserve Merinht to regect any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
The morning stars are
FRANKFORT, K y .- she said. "I understand that
or Public voice items wnictr, Ln our gpinidn, are ndt,.tor the best in- -*rest of are reeders.
Graduation time is quickly there are many other steps that Mercury and Juipter.
National Represantattees:tVMOitce Witmer Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
The evening stars are Venus,
approaching for Ralph Hall Jr., a trooper learns to take before
Memphis,Tn.Tli & Life Bldo,„ New
_ Voris,.rtor.4. simnenson RM.
Mars and Saturn.
- \of Nicholasville, married and a actually firing his weapon.
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates-, By carrier in Murray: S.36 per week. $1.52 per
On this day in history:
"I don't believe being a state
father of two young children.
month. $18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adktining counties,
In 1759 George Washington
And graduation also will trooper is quite as dangerous as
S7.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
per year; more than 150 mites from Murray.SIIIIWow Year.Ali mall
mean a .28th birtlidey.__Ise- the *trig a city or county married Martha Custis.
tare
,• • .gins 5 mama
- •
In 1898 Simon Lake malk -the
Floydeotmtyriative-on Feb.fdlicemart." •
.
Entereddatly at the Post Office. Murray:Kentucky,fee transmission
Oast telephone call from a
But_fa•, M. Hall, the
AA at
sicoad_r
. Mrs. Hall recalledbeing _
will be one of mixed emotion - by a co-workei about the recent submarine to land.
pride, apprehension, reserved shooting of 35-year-old Bowling
In 1919 former President
acceptance-for her husband Green State Trooper William Theodore Roosevelt died at his
THURSDAY—JANUARY 5, 1972
. will be one of 44 cadet troopers Barrett.
home in Oyster Bay, N.Y..
graduating into the. Kentucky
In 1959 Congressman Chases
"She asked me if I weren't
State Police,
worried about my husband Halleck defeated Joe Martin for
For the past two months her being shot, but I reminded her
the post of House Republican
husband has been preparing for that many lay citizens are Leader.
this
graduation-undergoing- killed.
part of 15 weeks intensive, "For instance, her husband
A thought for the day: James
Deaths reported are "Uncle Bob"Stubblefield,age 93, and Mrs.
training at the State Police works in a gasoline station.
Cabell said-"The optimist
: Love Wallace,age 67,of Cadiz both on January 4.
• Academy.
- ' Look how often you hear about proclaims that we live in the
_ ..The new Calloway County Fiscal Court met yesterday morning
Initial training for Hall4k gasnline attendants_ being best of all'peasible worlds and
for the first meeting of the year with County Judge Robert
wassankilMearip-this--is--asiistarsavis416.4storsmalw-pobbed
MntertrAidterlWaVs/gt&WIT&Ilnlitit-C1'2 e
.
study focusing on such 'courses
"Anyway, I've always true".
Noble Brandon, Cecil Taylor, Martin Young. Thurston Furchea,_
as traffic and criminal law, worried about my husband a
and Cecil Holland. James Overbey is county attorney ssid
Kentucky geography arid- little-that's just sort, Of
Douglas Shoemaker is County Court Clerk.
' history and first aid, along with netural,-1 think".
Frankie Ann Stubblefield,daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
development of persaaal--After Hall graduates frail-11k
Albert Stubblefield, was married to Robert Wilbourn Mason; Jr,,
policing skills. '
of Mrs. R.W. Mason,Ther-;:and---the late Mr. Mason,
---During this--linfir,--however,- cadeLtraining
his fatnily willp
be
rogram,
December 24 at the First Methodist Church.
e‘elt
=
lull, former- ettlgoye dr- year-To
a
probationary
past.
Dr. Will Frank Steely was the speaker at the meeting of the
' • General Telephone Co. in Mrs. Hall has indicatedthey are
Murray Rotary Club.
Louisville, Ky.-tmployers
Lexington, has not been the only looking forward to moving to a
'And in this corner-:wearing black and blue-'
must provide Forms W-2 to
member of his family preparing location in Eastern Kentucky
for the change in his occupation. where they both were raised. employees who were on their
payrolls December 3
/
1
4
-4971 no
' For Mrs. Hat the past weeks
Will her husband's being a
have meant finding a job at a trooper mean any further later than January 31,7.'1972
sewing factory in Wilrnore-her changes for herself and their according to Robert -J. bath,
first
in their eight years of two children, Carole Ann, 7, and District Director of Internal
Mrs.Emma Potts,age 67, of Puryear, Tenn., died January 3 at
Revenue for Kentucky.
marriage-lonely
nights while Ralfred,
the Murray Hospital.
Dath also reminded emher husband has been living at
at
think
we
will
all
be
in
the
James L Johnson, Calloway County Tax Commissioner, said'
A war has just been fought between
and tapability to carry. out a' well- .
the Pnlier ArTuiemy =I ad- public eye _more,1'._14rt. Hall ployers that when an employee
sting -more than
blitzkrieg
Manned, well-executed
justing to the fact that her said. "No matter if my husband terminates employment-WM—
-assessment.
•
the end of a calendar year that a
one-sixth Oftnalikind,'ind it is safe to
against her weaker Pakistlini neighhusband is going to be a state "IS-in uniform or not, mostpeople
Sheriff Wayne'Flora reminded residents to pay--thelHaneirlsy
Form W-2 must be provided to
policeman.
-the
majority
of
-Americans
profound,
that
born.
Implications
are
'say
The
:where we live will.know he is a employee not later than 30 days
January 31 to avoid the six per cent penalty.
"I was totally shocked when trooper and watchirilkand all of
viewed it vlith a certain detachment.
not only for other Asian lands but for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sykes and Mr. and Mrs. H.F. Sykes, Jr.,
after his last wages are paid.
Ralph came in with his ap- our examples.
4
We have recoiled-at the incidents of . :Ake entire free world.
.have returned from a winter motor trip to the Gulf Coast.
Further informatrinrfi'
plication
"
Mqpi
Hall
said
"I iust hone their
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "The First Legion" with
brutality which led up to .the IndoThe Indian-Soviet treaty signed last.
' ,
• —
contained in IRS Circular g,
••
- Beyer.
ied
rtri
-lZ.,
-obiainehle Mao cast frorn:the- -'ll-ls
=
eir
ety
1"-l reijeeil
-Aietue riottftSeli.-41A--isnoFethe
Internal Revenue Service.=
'cm
-Ali in its wake. We have deplored
than simbol of friendship between
his letter of
pta e Mrs
-Hall said she aligliAnefor her
the waste and destructicdi of ivailfire -the gotieiWnent ot/ndirit- Gandhi and
first job at the Wilmore factory
added -to the burdens already Write • the Kremlin. It is a working partner_
t
t° offset the decrease in Pay
by the- people -of India and-Pakistan:- ship-The-Soviet thrust toward the In Prog• Info 753-3314
brought about by her husband's
Yet it has-been easy to conclude that - dian Ocean is no longer a topic for - new
job. ,
4./
lb, don't •nd working
the. _issues at stake made this war
armchair strategists, but a feat of .
_._ • safely_ remote. We cOuld sit this cuie _ tacucal dirsoMaey nost-zugliuling .10
though," Mrs. Hall ins •
ted,
"as long as my husband is
Out.
jell.
,
.
In the fltedi of victory Mrs. Gandhi.... satisfied with his job. He had
Said a few years ago- that he
can now 'protest" the- presence of
wanted to be a trooper so,now
American warships in the Indian
count for a once burned twice-shy reby Carl Wbg-Jr
he's going to have his wish and
* I Will explain dui difference between_the_yquth of
act on to an outhreatif aggreksion -Ocean
while the Soviet Navy plies - - rm,going along.tan,th
n the Asian Sul;contirient. HowGer, those 'Waters freteli'to give subtle emMrs. Hall has even been
7 today - and the youth of Yesterday: our fathers
getting in on some of her
. TOoldng the other way Ms never phasis to Indlin words.
•'
wanted to mature as soon as pbssftde so that they
husband's training when be
changed the Character of an event. •
The Soviet Union has orchestrated
3 could earn_ and then enjoy the good things of life.
comes home on the weekends.
We
should
not
a
bold
allow
Bangla
Desh
into
geographic
disthe
dispute
Youth was for kids. The young polbple of today
CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. 1 til 3 p.m.
"That's all we talk about from
tance nor our own preockapations to
and successful assertion of suprem. however, don't want: to grow up because they
the time he comes home until he
blind us to the _significance of this
acy over Communist China in a 'powr: already have all of the good things of life and they
returns to the academy." she
military triumph of a bellicose India
er struggle enveloping vast reaches
In Color * All Seats 50'
said. "He's excited about what
don't like the idea of some day being bugged by
that
_is
an
hats-been
active
allx
now
of
ri_land_and
population_and-restmrCes
learning
and_telleme- 101414-PeoPle•
about courses like fthger-vietiltdon.
The Russians made a sham 'of United
Z•,The
yOung do not know what age is, and the
•
"
printing
and
firearms
We have viewed India in the past in Nations efforts to bring about a
.
aged forget what youth was."
termx-bra
teetnIng
atrugpopulation
_renge
:
ttre
An_Indian_itigtory..._not
11/0
1
—Irish Proverb
gling to eke Out survival from expeace, was in the Kurnlin's SeliPt•
interest Mrs.Hall as it does her
trooper-to-he --hushand, sheand understanding. We have respond--doesn't worry unduly about the
'States of America and other Western
possibilities that arise from his
ed with close to $1.0 bilUon in foreign - powers to forestall these events were
carrying a firearm.
• aid - the_most any nation has_re- unsuccessful, leaving the independent
"I don't like the idea of his
rived under our aid programs,
_ nation of Pakistan to face a struggle
We now See a belligerent India join- for its very existence.
•
ing the -aggressor-forces of they/odd.
We sat this ode out. However, it is a
registered patrons of the
Keep your eyes on wcarshe cannot see
By Marianne Kohler.
Kashmtr
i
Goa,
Tibet
and
Nepal
familiar
tune the bands are playhig.
have
Kentucky's state resort park package deal is that the age-old
all felt the sting of _her warlike reHow Jong can we hear it before we
officials, known for being in- offer . of "two for the price of
solve. Now she has sho‘m-the will are forced to our feet?
novators of intriguing and one" gives them first choice for
appealing
ideas to attract reservations and offers a saving
tourists, have again thought of of $4.
Dinner is served buffet Style,
_:nomething extra. The 3-day allMENTAL HEAL
-- Xxpense package him,which is wan delectable selections of Louisville, Ky. -The in,:a special price rate-on lodging barbecued ribs, roast beef or
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
creasing
use of large trucks •
:E-and meals at the --- resorts, fried chicken. A variety of
National Institute-of Mental Health
may subject more farmers to ,.-04-ume,•••,c,,,as
proved immensely popular last vegetables, salads galore,
the highway use tax, Robert J. =milli
__Winter, and now the package relish trays arid two kinds of
-Dath,
District Directly di
reamLOULSWILE—The
14 MARTIN RAN50•TOrc
• .Inis received a big red ribbon at desserts are evade*. Your •Middie-Aged Make
come demands and his adoles.ESLIE LINOER Peon,)r,$c•iy
ternal Revenue said today.
cent children question his values, Land Bank of Louisville 'will
Kentucky Dam Village State favorite soft drinks, coffee or
The
tax
is
imposed
on
certain
`reduce Its interest rate from 8
Much has been written about
and his paternal authority. Ctn.
. 7'. Resort Park at GilbertsvWe, tea will be served by the actore
MEC=
, the .,middle-aged woman. Her
percentJo 7/
1
2 percent on_loans trucks, truck-tractors,, and
the other hand, he may had in
and actresses at your table.
• Ky.
- plastic-Kittery,'cotentlicte'cliets,
su.teroincc aud
onentortrahr
etosed-nn Or" after January 1, buses that use the public highThe producer-director teen
One of the winter attraCtions
sex life, and hormones- are
strength to deal wish the prob1972. The announcement was ways. The amount of tax
at Kentucky Dam Village is the of Frank Gonzolas and Terry
• '---•
widely disCussed. M'eine and
lems of. the other."
madam-ecently-by•PoulT. Bach- depends on a combination of the
Dinner Theatre, which made its Chandler is well-known in the
medical research pc her - a- In the study,- the researcher
number
of
axles
and
weight
of
man,
President
of
the
Bank.
debut last year and will open its area for their success with the
great deal of- atteation-_,,
is investigating a man's changBachman also stated that in the vehicle.'
MitkHentecf men,
comnew season Jan! 7. Weekends outdoor drama "Rameses,"
ing roles* as a husband and
Dath stated that, although
addition
to reducing the interest,
parison,
are
rather'
Madci
t
wy
father, as .a .son, in his career.
only, Friday. Saturday and which has run several summers
rate on new loans, the Bank will many farmers may not have
and in his community. He exSunday,a troupe of professional at • Kenlake State Resort Park. figures, neglected and somewhat
forlcun. _
pects to find such thinfsias a_ also lower the interest rate to used vehicles thal Made them
;.and semi-professional actors With last year's accolades still
man's social clamc:.. race, and
71
/
2 percent on all loans closed liable for the tax when it was
,
But
now,
the
National
Instiwill present some of the most ringing in their ears, the team
type-otnettrpatrOn influence the
prior to January 1, 1972, and. - first initiated under the High• popular Broadway plays, will present a different play- tute of Mental Health, Health
nature of the changes that the
Services and Mental Health Adbearing a highet rate of in. way Revenue Act of 1956, they
ranging from light-hearted each weekend, beginning Jan. ministration, is supporting a
middle-aged male undergoes.
liii
may be subject to it today. This,
terest.
CIO 111 S
'comedies to serious drama. The 7-8-9 with "The Odd Couple." Yale University study designed
The research team began by
he
said,
is
caused
by
the
inSion
The interest rate reduction
Village had the distinction of The following three weekends to throw tight on the male
interviewing men from the
creasing use of larger, taxable
I VI It
mid-life decade. ranks of blue collar workers, will mean
an
annual
savings
of
being the first Keti.hicky state respectively will show "The
.,
101.1)
vehicles by those engaged in the
At Yale,-Dr. Daniel J. LevinbuSiness executives, biologists,
approximately $900 thousand to
park to open a dinner threatre, Owl and the Pussycat,"
agricultural industry. Current
and writers. Data from these
,
and now will follow that success "Marriage-Go-Round," and son, Preifessor of Psychofogy,
farmers in Indirina„
Ten.,
,
reports being received by the
is studying the American male
interviews are being analyzed
. with a discount price for the "Never Too Late."
nessee,
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and
Ohio
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as will data from future interIRS indicate that the use Of
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-outcurrently,
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the _loans
Bank. Bach.
type tv
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:
•••• registered for the package Village is the location of
'the .turnipg point .of a man's
but also with their wives.
:.• • vacation plan. For an additional dinner theatre. Dinner is served life, the transiogri from early
man cited improvement in the becomingerahmPla".'
.The project is among other
'
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single unit trucks weighing
Prog Info 753-3q4
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knowledge of what- happens to
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firsttime
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Golden Wedding Anniversary,

THURSDAY-JANUARY 0, 1974

--S1*:,---sho:iiiirtelt- mate: Shape up or ship out-L

410.•••1

.Misi_Carson And
Phillip M. Bauell
- TO Marry On Friday

Thursday, January I
The Women's Auxiliary des By Abigail Van Buren •
Murray Moose Lodge will matt.
rianO have been completed
---6y Miss Mary Teresa Carson, "--at the Lodge Hall at 7X4.01.
DEAR ABBY: My husband of 15 years has suddenly
daughter of Mr.. and Mrs.
deeided that marriage is a -trap," and he wants out. He
The
Town
and Country
Daymond Neal Carson, for her
wants his own 'apartment so he can come and go as he
Homemakers Club will meet at
pleases. {Not divorced, mind you, he just wants to be free
wedding to Phillip Mark Bazto do as he pleases.)
zell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clovis the home of Mrs. Don Fuqua,
501 North 16th Street, at 7:30
A wise friend suggested a cheaper way. Give him the
Bazzell.
spare bedroom and let him do as he pleases. The idea
The vows will 14e read at p.m.
appealed to my husband; and that is what he is doing now.
seven o'clock in the evening on
The Garden Department of
This friend told me to let my husband have his flings
Friday, January 7, in the the Murray Woman's Club will
and have a ball, and in time he will get tired of it and come
sanctuary of the First Baptist meet at 1:30 p.m, at the club_
back to me. In the meantime I should be pleasant and
Church with Dr. H. C. Chiles house with Dr. Alice Koenecke
uncomplaining, and be a good mother to our two teen-agers.
officiating.
as the guest speaker on "Herb
•
My problem: How can I endure the pain of seing him
A program of nuptial music Gardens". Hostesses will be
come and go as he pleases? Can you give me a tew pointwill be presented by jlicharth. Itievlbrnea
Jlouston,
-ersereirritliiireatilittrirachlrr -- • =
and.-idxs. Dewey Ragsdale, Clifton Jones, 4. LONELY
nald Wright, soloist.
and Greene 0. Wilson.
DEAR LONELY: Your friend sounds like shakes shredMiss Hazel Carson, sister of
The WSCS=lethodist Men
ded wheat where her brains should be. You hay* ghee up
the bride-elect, will be the maid -of Bethel, Brooks Chapel and.
your role as a wife to become the "mother" Mr • tees-ager
of honor. Miss Dana Adams wffi Independence United Methodist
who has just discovered the opposite sex.
be the bridesmaid and Miss -Churches will sponsor a supper
What. are,,you getting out of this arrangement? . The
Regina Kinsolving will be the at Brooks Chapel Church,, at
privilege 4.-kaapiag your husband's rein elemk-imill-impls._
_•-htfrand-MESE--Everett- Raysiorbridesniald. -IMF-put-4-savan-pam--Thircturgarlate
ing his 'ingratiate-is? What U his "flings" lest ustil•-be-hiMIO-. will-be theflower girl. -srla
ii-nd-75-cents for
And in the meantime, what kind of example is he setting
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ray, formerly of Murray, now at 8613
Danny Belcher will serve as children under 12 years of age.
4.
for his children?
Neier Lane, St. Louis, Mo., will observe their 50th Wedding Anbest man for Mr. Bazzell. The
Tell your husband we all make mistakes, and you made
'The Woman's Missionary of niversary on Sunday, January 16.
a beaat when you agreed to the spare room arrangement.
groomsmen will be Lanch the Assemblies of God will meet
knd unless he is willing to go for counseling and try to
In celebration of this occasion, Mrs. William Parker and Mrs.
Adams and David Parker. at one p.m. at the First
repair your marriagr, he can clear out, and you'll see him
Ushers will be Terry Broach, Assembly of -God Church on Albert Kenter, their daughters, will honor them with a reception
In court.
at the Hacienda Club,St. Louis, Mo.,from two to four p.m.
Steve Crouch, Barry Cain, and South 16th Street.
Joe Green.
, Mr.and Mrs. Ray moved to St. Lotus from Murray in February
The HaxeT Parent-Teadter
DEAR ABBY: We had company for dinner, and served
Following the ceremony the
1935. Mr. Ray retired from Wagner Electric Co. with 30 years
at
the
school
meet
Club
at
will
one of the guests a cocktail in a glass which had a crack in
reception will be held at the
service. Mrs. Ray retired from the Bridal & Ready-to-Wear
Rev. Billy
it:She said, "Oh, dear me?" Then she went into the kitchen •
home of the bride-elect's uncle seven p.m.
show. slides of' business. ..
end poured the drink down the sinky and asked for a "good"
and hunt, Mrand Mrs. Bernice- Gallimore
.
v — hir.-Rariatbecoly-sonel the late Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Ray. Mrs.
glass.
-Wisehart, 203 Woodlawn, The Hely Land. :111e elect-tre
„
.beard will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Ray is the former Iva Adams, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
" I told her there was nothing wrong With that glass, and
Murray.
•
Walter Adams. Their two daughters are Mrs. Thyra Lee Parke*
she sidd,- "Well, if a glass has a crack iti it, there are
All friends and relatives-are
Friday, Jiumsery 7
and Mrs. Diane Kenter. They have one granddaughter, Mrs.
probably germs in the crack, and I wouldn't want to drink
invited to attend the wedding
The Nethe _ OikUod___Sunday
from a glass with germs in ft."
Joseph-Bradley (Carole Parker), two grandsons Keith and Kelly
and the reception.
School Class of tbe merry
I-asked her how gennecouId possibly survive the heat
Kanter, and one great grandson, Brian Joseph Bradley, all of St.
Corner Baptist Church will
of an electric dishwasher, and she said, "I'm no scientist,
Louis, Mo.
-mo__et.at the home of him ald'ale— The couple was married on January 15*, 1922 wtth Zela-Steele —but--1-don't want-te-4alissayeatenene-----Allbritten at seven p.m.
Abby, if I had been a guest I never would have embarFarmer and Zelner Farris as their attendants.
rassed my hostess the way this woman embarrassed me
No formal invitations are being sent, relatives and friends aze
Is it true that germs can live in the crack of a glass
The Murray-Calloway County
invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Owen of
Senior
Citizens
Club
will
have
a
Warren, Mich., haye been
potluck luncheon at the social
spending the
holidays with
their daughter, Mrs. Noah hall of the First United
Methodist Church at noon.
IkeNsurLantlitir-Bucbanan.of
.
:air
Murray,and their son, Freddie -Bingo- will 1:Pe played
Owen and Mrs. Owen of members are to bring white
elephant gifts for prizes. In.
Memphis, Tenn.
Announcement has been
charge of arrangements will be
Ivy Culver, Mr. and Mrs. made of the marriage of Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Work- Clarence Horton, Mesdames Sherri McKinney and Kenneth
man and son,. Ronnie, have Ruby Harris.
Blalock, Mohler which took place on
returned to their home in Lenore Jones, Hildred Sharpe, Monday, December 17, at the
Southgate, Mich., after a visit and Mina Waters.
Dexter-Hardin--.Ulated
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Methodist Church.
The Senior High students of
011ie Workman, and other
The new bride is the daughter
relatives. Ronnie has just the First Baptist Church will of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
completed his tour of duty with have a party at the youth center McKinney of Murray Route One
at seven p.m. For information and is the
the U.S. Army in Germany.
granddaughter of Mr.
call 753-1854.
and Mrs. Ray Ross, also of
Murray Route One. She is a
Saturdayi January"
Mr. and Mrs. Talisman Ed.student at Celloway County
The Captain Wendell Oury
wards and their son, Jimmy,
-High School.
have returned home after a visit Chapter of the Daughters of the
Mr. Mohler is the son of Mr.
with their daughter and sister "American Revolution lll meet
and Mrs. Donald Mohler efam -faintly, Mr.
• mrs
atthelMie ofbiti:DerUlfanaeKirksey Route One and is nowRobertson
Herman
and at eleven a.m. Each member is
employed by Stevie Treas. His
-children, Dale, LaDonna, and te bring a covered dish.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Richelle, of Auburndale, Fla,
Curt Mohler of ICirksey and Mr.
Sunday, January 9
and Mrs. Garland Wacikins of
The Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Frances D. Wyatt of
•
Murray has been dismissed • Shriners and their families will Murray Route TwO.
For her wedding the bride
first monthly wore a
from the Western Baptist have their
white dress and a corfellowship breakfast
of the sage of
Hospital, Paducah.
pink casiations.
new year at the Holiday Inn at
The couple is now at home on
nine a.m.
members are
Kirksey Route One.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker of
urged to attend.
Murray Route Three and their
son and wife, LI'Col.(ret.) and
Open house will be held at the
Mrs. Dale Parker of Las
"
- cehnnil
Cruces, New Mexico-spent the
4n—Vows
-holidays with-thelr-dauglifie Doran Road between the hours
and sister and family, Mr. and of two and 4:30 p.m. Everyone
cordially invited to inspect
Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., and_ is
children, John, Chuck, and the nevi fa(fllities.
The Winchester Heights
Jennifer, of Bloomfield Hills,
Christian Church in Memphis,
-Mich.U. Col. (ret.) and Mrs.
Tenn., was the setting of a
Parker have now returned tb
lovely winter wedding when
their home in Las Cruces, N. M.
Miss Sherry Diane Wilson of
Memphis, Tenn., became the
bride of Larry Max Duncan on
Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton
Saturday, December 18, at
returned to her home on Sunday
seven o'clock in the evening.
after spending two weeks with
The bride is the daughter of
thee daughtpr,•Mrs.'Charles C.
The family of Mr. and Mrs.
'Miller, Mr Miller, and their Willie B. Baker had dinner on Mrs. Johnnie T. Wilson, Sr. of
son, Steve, of Chattanooga, Saturday, December 25, at the Memphis, Tenn., and the
groom's parents are Mr. and
Term.
Community Room of the
Mrs. Max Duncan of Route 3,
Hopkinsville Federal Savings
Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fairchild and Loan Branch of Murray,
Miss Donna Reinhardt of
and daughter, Connie, of Creve located at 7th and Main Streets. Memphis was the
brichit's only
Present
were Mr. and Mrs.
coeur, mo., were guests during
attendant and NormariNorder
the holidays of their parents, Joe Harts of Murray, Joe B. of KanItaltee, Ill, served
as best
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp Ray of Louisville, Mr. and
man.*Dfficiating at the double
Doris H. Ray, Ann and Sybil
and Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
ring ceremony wag. Rev':Tease
Hubbs,all of Murray. They also Ray,of Salisbury,N.C., Mr. and E. Bradshaw.
attended the golden wedding Mrs. gthrixrd Perry and Keith
Mr. Duncan is-presently
anniversary celebration of Mr. Peiry of Murray, Mrs. Merl attending
Memphis State
and Mrs. Boyce Jones in Baker of Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. University
where he is a senior
Thomas
Lee
Paducah on Sunday, December
Armstrong and majoring in political
science.
Miss Frances Armstrong of
26
He graduated from. Puryear
Lyni Grove, Mr. and Mrs.
HiglI4School in 1967.
Marvin Burchfield and Bennie
Mrs. Duncan is employed at
— Burchfield of Frankfort, Mr.
Doktors Pet Shop in downtown
Fashion Masquerade and Mrs. Albert
K
.
Mrs. .Bonell Key and
Pat aanater s %Rita mst.
The young couple is now at
children, L.oyd, David, Jimmie,
querade as separates. The
home at 657 Baltic Ave.,
-and
Ricky, of Cadiz, Mr. and
blazing-red blazer jacket
Memphis, Tenn.
covers a bi-colorAress of-red . Mrs. Bobby Key and children. '
sweater ribbing joined to a
Philip, DeArma, an3 Paul, of
Floors
gracefully pleated skirt. A
Niles Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
Single-kat:lily home own-classically parterehl velvet
Tillman Windsor of *Lynn ens can sive more than
velour all-weather coat goes Grove, and their special guests, $2000 crver the life of their
mortgage.,a--1'- if they have
over a sweater bodice with Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Rated of
,
hardwood floors •torout.li
skirt to match the coat.
Belton.
•
out 1 iroir 4044414w.
_
•

,iddelamilmen waskatIle an_eMictric dishwasher?
EMBARRASSED ISCISTF.SS
_
iffie-ehasees for germs survivDEAR EMBARRASSE-6:
ing the heat of an electric dishwasher are practically nonexistent. And so were your guest's manners It's a good policy. however, to toss out cracked gleams. And that goes for
..=-oracked dishes. too.
DEAR ABBY: "BUGGED,u the office employe who resented having to "kitty in" for an expensive Christmas gift
for the Big Boss who had everything he needed or wanted,
•
•
prompts this letter.
I also resented being asked-to kitty in for-a eirlatinas
girt for the boss, and here is how I handled it: I fatted up to
the fact that I could refuse if I was big enough and willing
to accept the consequences, whatever, they might be. So
when the committee approached me, I simply said, "Don't
bas the
include
. group gift. I prefer to do my giving on an
i%idu, amleinis,,
Individual
I gave the boss a box of home-made Christmas cookies.
which went over so well that the next November he started
hiteftheAk9164,066
,
_ Gbdita,_
-I may be an oddball, but my fellow employes have
accepted the fact that I cherish my right to refuse to give
to office collections. I do give to some, as an expression of
sympathy, or for some weddings or baby gifts. But, I no
-DRIIVIPUAL
longer automatically give for ever/thing.
Illbsra your problem? Wei /eel better if you get it off
Write to ARRY.-11•E 'VW Les Aageies, Cal.
persona regily-sweisee stamped. addressed
MIL PR
estiexpo.•

Sherri McKinney Is
Married Recently
To Kenneth -Mohler

The Chant of the Tobacco Auctioneer Is Here!

COLOR
ADULTS •
ONLY

01 see

Wilson And Duncan

-rxchanged

At Memphis, Tenn.

Bring Your Tobacco Dollars To Us

Baker Family Has
Special Dinner At
Community Room

WIEN
30

I Sun.

Inds
TUE.

36q4

;11

/9e4)

sysA

Phone 753-7921

Main at 7th Stree

•

•
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ers To Meet
-4reatest Tests
tterxt-Two---Ga
CLEVELAND(AP)land Caialierscoach Bill Fitch,
who was victim No. 32 in the
incredible victory streak of the
-- Los Angeles Lakers, says the
Lakers will meet their "strongest challenge"in their next two
games.
Atlanta, the Lakers' next opponent, "has a strong front
line," the said, and the Milwaukee Bucks have Kareem
Jabber.
"It will be a real challenge to
Wilt(Chamberlain If they get
by the Bucks, the Lakers will
be the greatest team ever,"
said Fitch.,
The Cavaliers lost 113-103 to

rebounds was "above a =Per
star tonight."
Fitch agreed that it was
Chamberlain who turned the
game around when it looked as
though the Cavaliers might pull
an upset.
Cleveland had managed to
take a brief five-point lead in
the last quarter before the Lakers put on their final drive.
and
Chamberlain
Jim
McMillian, who wound up with
29 points, led the game-winning
rally.
Gail Goodrich and Jerry West
were not far behind McMillian
with 27 and 25 punts, respectively, for the Lakers. Happy
-Hairstbif COntributed 15 points

before a crowd of
largest crowd ever at the
Bobby:_Ssigtli_had. 25 points
Cleveland Arena for a Cavs' and Butch Beard 24 for the
Cavaliers.
IA • addition to Los Angeles,
Oscar Robertson broke-lei:We
the NBA's three other division for 11 points in the final fair
• leaders won _Wednesday night.
minutes as Milwaukee ovei;
Milwaukee, in first place in dititir a 99-98 Cincinnati lead
the Midwest Division, beat Cin- and handed the Royals their
cinnati 115-106. Boston, paceset- Ilth consecutive loss. Robter in the Atlantic Division, ral- ertson finished with 26 points
lied for a 11-105 victory over and nine assists. Kareem JabHouston, and Baltimore, atop ber, the Bucks' towering centhe Central - Division,. crushed ter.. had 40 points, 19 rebounds,
I5etroit 111-89. five assists and five blocked
Elsewhere-1n the NBA, Chi- shots.
.,
cago walloped philadelphit 139Sam Lacey led the Royals
107, and Seattle took Atlanta with 23 points, one more than
127-116. .
Jim Fox.
Lakers coach Bill
Havlicek's 14 points and
•
said Chamberlain, who scored' Jo Jo White's 10 sparked a
-1111 points and grabbed -16 fourth-quarter Boston corneas the Celtics overcame
an 83-76 Houston lead. White
wound up with 30 -points and
Havlicek had 29.
Elvin Hayes-paced the Rackets with 25.
•
Archie Clark's-31 points and
BY THE ASSOC TED PRESS Jack Mann's 29 keyad_likil_ti-.
Transylvania extended Ken- more' Irimilph over -Detroit.
tucky State, the number two Bob Lanier and Howie Komivei
college division basketball team shared scoring honors for the
in the nation, into two over- Pistons with 15 points each.
. -; times Tuesday night befere_
.•• 'i Punned in-40,p0inta.
VanT bacT1841It was State's "Scoring Ma- sists and 15.-points in leading
chine"-Travis Grant-who put Chicago's rout over Philahis team ahead for good at 86- delphia. The 76ers' Billy Cun85 *Rh 2:42 remaining .in the ningham scored 22 points and
•sed overtime.
grabbed 14 rebounds before
then timely free throws being automatically ejected
erry Stafford. and Lao 'with 2:21 remaining in the third
Harris insured the victory, the period after incurring his secfifth this year against one de- ond technical foul of the game.
feat for Kentucky State.
,
Lee Winfield popped in 17 of
Grant wound up with 41 his season-high 24 points in the
points for the night to lead all fourth period, helping Seattle
scorers. Terry Blunt led overcomb Atlanta. Walt BellaTransy with 28.
my was high for the Hawks
- In the-wili other-ganie-artiw _ .141014ita.
•
evening, Kentucky Wesleyan
went on a second-half scoring
e against liouston Baptist
and took an 85-71 Victory.
Trailing 45-31 with -1835 left
in the gaiiWeilleYin oiit
scored the visitors 26-2 during
Atfr----tddtg-- CITY, Utah
the next seven minutes and 53
seconds and went on to win-its- (AP)-The &Snatchy-Colonels,
fifth game in eight outings this with the aid of 37 points by
- Louie Dampier, finally beat the
season.
Five games are scheduled for Utah Stars in a 129-123 victory
tonight involving Kentucky here Wednesday night: •
teams: Eastern Kentucky is at __ It was the first vicbary of the
Southwest Louisiana,Morehead year by the Colonels over Utah
visits Marshall, Bellarmine after the Stars had come from
travels to Houston Baptist, Un- behind to capture two. earlier
ion entertains Berea and Thom- games. It was also the Coloan -away- game- nels' first victory ever in the
Salt Palace here.
against'Xavier.
The Stars nearly came back
again this time, slicing a 10Ewald Is Still Apive point deficit to only three with
2:33 to play. But Dampier's
In Bowling Tourney Shooting kept Kentucky on top
and two free throws by Mike
NEW YORK (API - Jim Pratt clinched the win.
Dan Issel scored 31, Artis GilEwald Jr. of Louisville is the
only Kentuckian16 get through more had 22 and Coley Powell
the next to last cut in the U.S. accounted for 11 points for the
Open llowling Championship Colonels who were winning
Tuesday night at Madison their sixth straight American
Basketball Association game.Square Garden.
With the final cut before the .. "Forward Willie Wise led the
begianing of Match'AO aril- -Stars, the Wefitern Division
lag today, Ewald Stands in 36th leader and defending ABA
champion, with 26 points.
place with a 213 average:
The Colonels, leading team in
- -- Kentuckians eliminated are:
Billy Hardwick'Of Louisville, the Eastern Division, continue
the only Keiducky pro entered; their road trip with a game
Al Kaelln of Louisville; Howard Friday night against the PittsSpencer of Danville; Jim Gil- burgh..Condors. Then they reheft of Glasgow; Wayne Fields turn home to play the Stars
of Glasgow and Lloyd Bryan,of Saturday night in Louisville's
Convention Center.
Louisville.

'

.7sr•

rZ

A-Star

In The
Making

byt

•

After Inventory Sale

CRAFT HOUSE
602 S. 12th Street
Fric&y & Saturday
Worsted Wool-20
skein. All Christmas Kits-% price. All perma-press cross
stitch table clotho4I portent off. Anything in decoupage
,room-10 percent off.-Pearls to crochet48.00 dozen or $.70 a
String. Rug Yarn, Coats & Clarks-$.30 skein. On sale
needlepoint-MI6 piece, 11" X 11" & 13" X 13". Ring kits-IS
percent off.
NONE SECONDS-AIL PIRST QCALITY:

I.

cial panel. e 'ro*
,
Saturday during the -windup
business session on whether to
hold an unprecedented special
convention prior to July 1 to
consider adoption of the amendments.

sa.

While only three feet tall, John Mark
Halt 3*,doesatv.facial expressions to
drive around •
User.
Top left: Jo pulls at his hat.
Top right: He Sticks his tongue out.
Center left: John fakes One way.
Center right: He starts his dribble.
Left: He gets open for an easy shot.
John Mark is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Hall of Murray.
Phetos By Wilson Woolley

enny Crum Denounces The
National Anthem Incident
.
The Cardinals appeared for people-backing-us up.'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Almost lost in the fog of- eot Denny Cram's mail is about pa- the anthem before the last
triotism, but his mind is on game of,the tourney, and were fusion-over-AM "anthem
cicient" has been Cruhfs moldsoundly booed.
basketball games.
On Crum's desk were letters ing of a group of mistake-prone
• And the University of Louisville's rookie head coach says' from several Cardinal fibs, :'run-and-gunnars" into.a disit's too bad the two have to some questioning his patri- ciplined, mentally tough basketclash.
otism. "But most of the letters ball unit. The Cardinals, now 8Crum and his team were have been favorable to us," he jailer,an opening loss, are
bombarded with boos and bad said. "We even got 10 or 15 ranked No. 7 in the Associated
reviews when they
at.F telegrams at the tourney, from Press poll.
pear for the playing of the National Anthem before a game in
last week's Holiday Festival
tournament in New York.
The thing that hurts," Crum
says, seated behind the desk in
his red-carpeted office, "is that
it was a lie."
'sy BOB GREE/4
- ites for the 925,000 first prize in
As he explained during the
Associated Preks Golf Writer
this first event 'on the pro tour
New York City -flap; it it cusoffers almost $7.5 million
LOS
ANGELES
that
(AP)
'
tomary for.0 oft,. baskitball
teams to remain in the dressing There's a new looli-tolthe 1972 in prize money this year.
The 31-year-old ex-Marine
room immediately prior to a model Lee Trevino, a restyled
game, for last minute instruc- version that's slimmer, trim- -.boiled into the front rank of the
- game's greatest stars last year
tions and for the team prayer. mer and almost svelt.
He's still the brash and bras- when he won six tournaments,
It happens, Crum notes, that
the National Anthem usually is sy guy who gave himself the-la- including that near-incredible
played during this time when bel "Super Mex," btit his self- sweep of the American; British
applied description as "a short, and Canadian opens in less
his team is not on the floor. .
fat
than a month.
man," no longer is apt.
"One paper headlined a story
He's earning into the :season
"I've been working-nletty
'Louisville five refuses to stand
hard for about three weeks after a four-week layoff.
for anthem,' " Crum noted
frowning.'Why, that-makes it -novr;"--th, e MI PGA Player of • "4 feel gOod. .Real good.
, sound as if we just sat there on Ithe Year said today before Strong and ready, I'm hitting it
the bench. We weren't even on teeing off in the first,.round of pretty go," Trevino said. "1
$126;000 flkii Campbell-Cos think-that layoff was ,
"Nobody had asked -u.4 • to Angeles Open,'the -traditional [lie. I wanted the. time to get
come out on the court for the kickoff tournament for the long, ri.ady."
In addition to Trevino, Arnold
anthem," he ciontinued. "If 'rich pro tour.
"I started about 15 days be- Palmer and Bike Censer were
they had asked, we w9uld have
-hire I came out here;" Trevino 'ne other' top choices withsiich
come out."
•
said. "I've been playing and ,Ther standouts as .George
, HOLDS NAVY RECORD'
r-clier, Miller Barber, Dave
beating balls, sometimes up to
ANNAPO
. .Md.(API ne o
e inest -sing e game
weeks. I haverilt-hod-a-deink in 1ustralian Bruce CramptoriL
rushing performances n, Naval_
_Academy history was regis- that long • ... well, ailitle on :411 6110,000 winners last year.
14‘fending champion Bob Lunn
tered 'by. Joe Bellino against New Year:s Eve.
id England's Tony Jacklin are..
"'And I'm running every day,
'Virginia in 1960 •
•
Iso on hail. .
- The Heisman Trophy winner putting ih that road work to get
rhasfinal two rounds Satur'gained 198 yards and scored the legs in shape."
four touchdowns: one- of-them
Trevino, down to about 175 ddy,Utid-Annday will be teleon a 90-yard run,
pounds. was one ot the favor- %lied-loth:malty on CBS.
.

Lee Trevino Has A
New Look This Year

-THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
- EASTERN DIVISION
Atlantic Division
,
%W. L. Pct..G.8.
Boston
28. 14 .667
25 15 .625 2
New York
Philadelphia 17 25 .405 11
Buffalo
-1-14/ .289 15

The major proposals that acBaltimore
_ 16 22 .421 will come up for a vote
Cleveland
15 25 .375 2 • •
by the NCAA's 656 member inAtlanta
26 .366
_
-§titutions Saturday would sig28
.263
Cincinnati
6
_10
recruiting
tighten
the
nificantly
WESTERN CONFERENCE
of prospective student-athletes.
Midwest Division
Wednesday,the Council made Milwaukee
34 8 .810
a slight change in its resolution Chicago
28 11 .718 4%
to determine if a special con- Phoenix
24
15 26
17 :366
585 It),
vention should be called to conSider the financial aid recom- Detroit Pacific Division
mendations. The Council said it I..)s Angeles
38 3 .927
would first introduce a resolu- Seattle
24 1.9i .558 15
tion to consider at any special Golden St
"19 .525 16%
convention both' legislative
ftqfjeardialion
Portland
9 33 .214 291
/
2
sions for large and small
Wednesday's Results
schools-as well as the finanMilwaukee 115, Cincinnati 106
cial aid proposalsChicago 139, Philadelphia 107 •
If "that resolution fails,--the. --Los Angeles 113, Cleveland
Council said it would push for a 103
special convention to consi I
Baltip30re1_11,Vetroitilt--.---reofganization only. If that,
' Boston 119, Houston 106
fails, it will propose considering
Seattle 127, Atlanta 116
financial aid only.
Only games scheduled
Illinois State's probation,
Thursday's Games
which resulted from at least six
Portland ye, Golden state at
violations, did not include any Oakland
sanctions. This means that IlOnly game scheduled
linois State's entire athletic
Friday's Games
program is subject to review
Phoenix at Buffalo
by the NCAA but there is no
Los Angetes at AtLInta
ban on postseason competition.
New York at Philadelphia

Allen Named NFL
CoahOf The Year

Ky. State Slips
-By-Transylvania

_
lonels-Take

NCAA
Standtngs
ual Convention., Acto.=.0.=.4i=c*oci_AT
*ilERSOIEL NISSENSON
'Associated Press Sports Writer
:HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP) National Collegiate Athletic
-Association prepared, to open
Its 66th annual convention today by thrashVie out prcipoiMrestrictions on financial aid a
athletic scholarships which
have drawn the wrath-of many
of the country's top footbalL
coaches.
In a preliminary action
Wednesday before the formal
opening, Illinois State University was slapped with a year's
probation for violating NCAA
provisions governing U
aid, eligibility, recruiting Ind
practice time.
A round-table discussion was
scheduled this afternoon to dis__
restricli
on mancuil aidaS have
been recommended by a special committee and backed in
.principle by thr,....4100-makh.6
NCAA Council.
After earlier evaluation of the
committee's broad concepla
-financial aid based on need,
limiting the number of athletic,
scholarships, etc.-the Council,
drafted special legislative proposals • to incorporate these
changes in the constitutions and
bylaws.
However, no formal consider-ation can be given the amendments at the convention. Following presentations by a spe-

•
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Cincinnati at Detroit
Baltimore at Chicago
'Bostqn at Portland
Cleveland at Seattle
Only games scheduled

- ABA
East Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
• -44Therfutorris-aow;"--Idior32 '9
Jan. 7,1971. _ _ Virginla ' ,
25 16 .610 7
_ -"_Tbectia_nothing_likansbr*. Floridians--:.--19 21- .476.--4134-, New York
ning," hesaid frequently.
.17 23 .425 .14%
Allen's first acquisition as
coach-vice president of the CarliPittsburgh-ora
17
4 26
29 :326
395 16
19
Skins was Billy Kilmer, who
West Division
was to back up starting quar- Utah
3011.732 terback Sonny Jiirgensen. When Indiana
23 18 .561 7
Jurgensen was injured in pre- Deliver'1622.421 12* "season, Kilmer took over and Memphis
16 24 .400 13*
led the team to victories in itS Dallas
16 26 .381 14%
five ga
Wednesday's Results
_
". The big.. trrnatsva4svith the
New York 125, Carolina 116
ms,liinasitvcdealitthat saw
Kentucky 129, Utah 123
Allen obtain what turned out to
Only games scheduled
be the nucleus of his "Over-the
Thursday's Games
Hill Gang" defensive unit: linePittsburgh vs. Virginia at
backers;
„ Myron Pottios and Norfolk
Jack Pardee and defensive
Dallas at Memphis
tackle Diron Talbert, plus three
Only.games scheduled
. other players and a draft
Friday's Games
choice.
New York vs. Carolina at
To the Rams went seven Winston-Salem
--draft picks.
Roan
Pittoskbeurgh vs. Virginia at
Allen, who posted a 49-17-4
record in five years with Los
Angelei, had 'to overcome the
Denver vs. Memphis at Jackinjuries of Jurgensen and Wide son, Tina •
receiver Charley Taylor,'--who -11-OCicriaiiifit Dallas
missed %Oast eight games.
_a
pillar or Dollar
His Selection as Coach of the SKI RACERS COMPETE
Bowling League
MT. SNOW, Vt. (UPI)-A
Team
W..L Year, Allen said, was due to "a
Maybe's
4 33/
1
2 22/
1
2 fine job by our coaching staff field of- 40 international ski
i.ROns
' - 12----.24-- and total effort
by all of our racers Will be competing for
. Giddy Biddies
- 32 24
120,000 in prizes here this
Strike-Outs
30/
1
2 25/
1
2 Redskins players."'
.
.
262$
weekend in the Oldsmobile Cup
of
the
60
Allen
votes
polled
33
- Alley Cats
26 30
.
Losers• - 25 It cast by a nationwide panel of Grand Prix races.
Spoilers
•17 39 sports-- writers and
The weekend event marks the
sports
High Team Game (SC)
broadcasters, ,eatily
out- start of an eastern swing for
Ti Robs
625
Maybe's. 623 distancing Don Shim of the the ski racers, who return to
No. Ones
599 Miami-Dolphins and Ed /Gayat the tour after a month-long
High Team Game (HO
Maybe's
822 of thePhiladelphistEagita,-Who holiday.
Ti-Robs
tiedJar second with eight votes
No. Ones
. 757;
apiece'. •
High Team Serio (SC.)
Ti-Robs
Joh_ Mazur Of the NewnEng- You son sten losing weight today.
1768
a
-r
Maybe's
1749 land Patriots received three MONADEX ls tiny tablet and *soy
.
No.Ones
, 1660
to take. MONADEX will help curb
votes, Bud Grant of Minnesota your desire for excess food. Eat lessHigh Team Series (HC)
Maybe's
2346 and Tommy Prothro of girt An- weigh IOW Contains no dangerous
drugs and will not make you nervous.
-Ti Robs
2308
geles_got two apiece and Don ale strenuous examen*. Chomps your
Strike-Outs
2225
Nfis .. art today. MONADEX cons
High Ind. Game
McCafferty of Baltimore, Tom $3.00.for•
(SC)
a 20 day supply. Loas ugly
Mary Smith
fat_ or yeur money will be refunded
219
Landry
of
Dallas,
J.
D.
Roberts
asked. MONADEX
with
no
questions
Candy Jenkins
192
of New Orleans and Nick Skor- is sold with this guarantee by.
Margaret Morton
181
High Ind. Game (tit)
iCh of Cleveland received one Wallis Drug Store-Murray-Mail
rotary Smith
254
Orders Filled
vote each.
C.sndy le7ik ins
241
.c
F,ran Platzer
223
High Ind. Series (SC)
...
By BOB GREENE
Associated Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON`TAM
not that George Allen in'
grateful.
It's just that George Allen is
... well, George Allen.
"I'd gladly trade the honor
for a victory over San Francisco," Allen said Wednesday
when told he had been named
the National Football League
Coach of the Year by The Associated Press,
He referred lo his _Washington Redskins' 311-20 loss to ,the
San IrfanciscoMerk ilf a -Rational Conference playoff game.
The loss ended Washington's
chances of going to the Super
Bowl following their best season since 1945 when they won
the world championship.
The 49-year-old Allen moved
to Washington a year ago from
the Los Angeles Rams-. He then
began a streaxli of trades that

built the Skins from an also-ran
to a contender.
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STANDINGS

LOSE UGLY FAT

Mary Smith
Candy Jenkins_
..
Pat Scott
:
High Ind. Series
(NC)
Candy Jenkins
•
Mary Smith
Fran Platzer
High Averages
Margaret Morton
Jane Buchanan
"Glenda Hill
Mary Smith
Janie Knight
Martha Ails
Pat Scott
Kay Addison
Hilda Bennett

534
462
681'
641
630
156
155
152
151
150
145
145
141
141

•

MALONEY SIGNED
ST. LOUIS(UPI)-Jim Maloney, a 31-year-old righthahder
who pitched three no-hitters
and was twice a M-game
winner in eight seasons with
the Cincinnati
,has been
con act
the
. Louis Cardinals,
Maloney Was signed ,on
onday by the Cardinals, one
day after being given his .
lease by the California
els, with whom.he was 0-21
t year.

WORLD'S GREATEST PROFESSIONAL

--WRESTLING

r

PARIS CITY AUDITORIUM • PARIS, TENN,

Friday, Jan. 7 - 8:00 p.m.
- MAIN EVENT —
GARY
SPUTNIK MONROE
_ MARTIN and
VS.
and
ONI
NOR VEL AUSTON
2 out of 3 Falls - 60 Min. Time Limit
- OPENING MATCH
DWAIN PEAL vs. THE MASKED 13EAST
2 out of 3' Falls - 60. Min. Time Limit
Sponsored

-by. PARIS SftRitir'CCU
with Bill Warren; P

oter

•
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Cold Spell Hits
N. Candina In
Maryland Contest

DenverNames
Ralston- As

4

New

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The offensive- leant also had
21 for Staubach in the balloting the Detroit LiODS and three deBy
RATHET
North Carolina State hit a
STANFORD, Calif. (AP)Associated Press Sports Writer thal salutes the top„-players in fenders, end Carl Eller of Min- John Brockington of Green Bay
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IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR BARGAINS BUCKINGHAM-RAY IS THE PLACE TO SHOP!!
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Singet boosts
- 'Toys for Tots'
"It's a nice extra reward,"
Gayle Dunne used to eat lard
and onion sandwiches on her 95- Gayle smiles,"but the best one
a_weo sitierrIts_a nightclub IS the look ofjoy on the faces of
entertainer. Then she made it the kids Wfien they get those
big on the brtliht'cIrdç toys that were fixed up and are
only to be cut down for a tile t ready to bring-happiness all
by pabo..Gaylp fooght banItminirl oVer
now she's bigger_ than /eye Ofl
The city ox
o has found
- -tthe circuit again,
a way to pattablakes on its
But Gayle hasn't forgotten drinking drivers, especially
the lean years and the lard -derhwthe- holiday season.
sandwiches. She remembers
Last year the Chicagitraffic
how it was to be penniless and mud and police department
how it was to combat the decided to get really tough by
dreaded polio virus.
enforcing, the law in a doubleThat accounts for her kicking barreled action.
off her pretty little shoes and
Drivers convicted of driving
going to work for the U. S. under the influence of inMarine Corps'"Toys For Tots" toxicating beverages were
the last couple of years. Marine sentenced to a minimum of
-17MarOlfteialo-saY, 4144,-`has—oesefreays-intiliesokey,
an
unconditional
• alale mere-than any individual with
toTiaiirthe'rt,rS-Fte -Tota"--t'Senc-atMn
".1 -program over the hwnp the last license for a year.
two years.
...
_
It worked. Last December,
Her television appearances traffic fatalities during the
and benefit shows have at- final 19 days of the year
__--traetecl, attention to the Corps' dropped 65 per cent, from an
•plea'by old but salvageable average of 22 killed during
• to a _
-- for------oodorPF4viteded-,rtho5e weeks in prevt
lladC.SYleftkiPliced• to only eight in 1970, In benefit shows at veterans'
Injuries dropped more than
and Shrine hospitals wherrher 50 per cent, from-2,03busy nightclub schedules will peevtous year to 994 in the,last
allow it.
twii weeks of 1970.
Most of Gayle Dunne's
Only one of- the 1970 'auto
\ reward for her work with deaths involved alcohol.
children and the hospitalized Earlier holiday toll figures
comes from the satisfaction she showed that more than 50 per..
gets iron helping People who cent of fatal Chicago traffic
are in the same straits she was crashes involved, drank
only a few years ago. A self- drivers.
taught pianist and singer, ' Success was so dramatic that
Gayle has pei foi Hied foi '14 the program Is being repeated
months at the same Southern during this holiday season,
California hotel. It was to have says Chicago Traffic Court
been a two-night stand but - Judge Raymond K. Berg, chief
somehow she's still singing and architect of the project.
swinging there at the Islandia
'We have met the enemy and
on San Diego's Mission Bay they are us.' says Judge Berg
Now Frankie Lathe, some with a grin. "Thts year we hope
hind-- of singer-4thtteetf,-"ha2----to--cut -holiday -traffic- d
_ signed Miss....Dunne-- to a even _more sharply.- than uirecording contract.
1970."
-
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By JEFFREY
JOHN
0_
Copley NewliffIgiadee 7ra.
NEW YORK - -T`Tlie %Vast.is
trying to accomplish seme of. senaht& Soviet troops into
improvements of relations with Afghanisfan (bordering
the Soviet Union by diplomatic Pakistan) at the approximate
means," observed Soviet army time for joint operations
intelligence officer Co. Oleg against Pakistan ... At the
Penkovskiy in his secret time (we) are busy prepa
(lieges to-the West in 1961."We to dispatch agen
do not even have such from Afghanistan territory.
diplomats, strh• as ,...the:West Ttiese- agent& are to -work
understands the term.'We do ostensibly as agents of India,
,t all kinds of work exc_ept but of course actually for Soviet
Trifelligence. Thus (we) can
diplomatic."
The jotrnals of thia—
§viet create t impression of
_ intelligence officer, who turned spying against Pakistan."
This
subversion
and
spy for ,the West, have a
powerful bearing on the war_ espionage was laying the
for
Soviet
waged by India against groundwork
Pakistan with Moscow's penetration of the Indian.
subcontinent, while on the open,.
military 'arid moral support.
Col. Penkovskiy, aught and diplomatic' level the Soviets
shot by the Soviets in 1963, was were cultivating the already
of crucial importance to the pro-Socialist government of
Kennedy administration during India, which climaxed in the
the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. Indo-Russian treaty signed just
However, his waotngs and this summer. New Delhi has
information about true'Soviet grown closer to Moscow as a
intentions in the Indian sub- protective measiire against
continent hove gone ,largely
Red China.
It is ludicrous that the United
unread or ignored. Rereading
them as contained in the States finds itself siding with
"Penkovskiy ,,Papers" the Red Chinese against India,
which virtually renders the
published in 1965 they have the
grim outlines ofSoviet goals in - United States powerless to act.
Back during the 1956 Suez
India whichter:ri now unfolding
with
ng speed and
Canal crisis in the Middle East,
the Eisenhower administration
meaning.
At the present time in- found itself in a similar
telligence orlt is conducted in situation when it sided with
.
India with great care," he Soviets against-the Westwrote ta the West in 1961-627. Today, the Soviets are
dominant in the Middle East
„Operations will remain
frOzen. until a given time ... and they seem destined to be
meanwhile agents are being • militarily dominant in the
Indian subcontinent.
supplied with Money and
/equipmerit and new-catidldires- --Nevertheless, Peking is
hardly our friend-and if it has to
for recruitment are being
choose between . us and
selected."
He went on to admit that Moscow, it is more than likely
while working on the Pakistan to choose its Marxist brethren
desk of Soviet intelligence he in spite of their differences.
And meanwhile, India is
personally completed plans for
fermenting unrest between clearly destined to become one
more Soviet satellite in a
Pakistan and India.
growing campaign of Soviet
- "Ikpakis;an there are more expansion.
-What this char-cut
agents intended for sabotage
and subversion," he noted, Russian triumph in. India
"because it is not considered so illustrates, Once again, is the
utter bankruptcy of IT S.
friendly a country as India .
there already exists printed `foreign policy toward India in
particular and the Soviets in
propaganda material and
material misinforming the general. It was argued during
population . that all acts of the decade of the 1960s, in the
midst of repeated warnings
shbotage were perpetuated by
from agents like Ccil.•
Indians and Americans.
"This is to intensify the ill Penkovskiy to the contrary,
feeling between Pakistan and that massive U. S. aid to India
and overtures of 'conciliation
India.".
•
• While all this detailed toward the. Kremlin vrOuld
planning wrii going fdrward, bring about a stahle and
peaceful, world.
the United States and other
•
Western nations were buying
The' rirarintrs- octopus is
"peaceful nimble enough to lather as
bogus •
the
coexistence" claims of first many as 25 crabs at once in its
▪
Nikita Kliushehev and later eight arms before eating them
the current__ dual" Soviet' ofie by one. -'
•
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-World News In _Brief

AttuaOtints Briefs

By THE ASSOCIATED.PRESS
PLANES ATTACK RADAR SITES SAIGON (AP) -US. planes made two attacks en North Vietnamese radar installatiOns Wednesday,and American 852
bombers dropped nearly 300 tons of bombs in the southern half of
• the demilitarized zonein the heaviestattadtenter made there, the."..:i
- U.S. Command announced today.
- One of the attacks Wednesday was against a radar station 64
miles southwest of Hanoi. It was the closest attack to the North._
Vietnamese capital reported since the unsuccessful commando
Mid in November' 1970 on the Son Tay prisoner of war amp 23
SLHOL
that the air war- was
The US. Command also anixeineed
lespensibie Tor IM only two American combat deaths reported
last week. Both were flier killed over Laos.
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VIETNAM -PEACE-TAMS-RESUME TODAY
Paris(AP)-Tbe Vietnam Peace talks re..sumedioday after four ,
weeks, and the Viet Cong delegates accused President Nixon of
lying about negotiations for the. release of American prisoners of
war.
Nguyen Van Tien told news-men that the United States has
never at any time proposed a total withdrawal of its forces from
Sjotaanvia•raturnfor release of Americans held by Hanoi.
Nixon said in a televised interview Sunday such a deal bad been
:41$111:16T

probeBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS boy has been placed on
tion in connection with the di-tig
(
Ky.
SALYERSVILLE,
'
Magoffin-- County Jailer Mae incident resulting in the death
Minix, saying she disagtees d'a teenage girl here.
Steven Farmer of lemitigpite
vtith some of the policies of thg
adminier was fined $50 and iiMiaded to ;- •
Sslyersville
'
tration, announced Wednesday7 the supervision -0/.1ricky 1
ilton
mevenilc
eounty
authorities
juvenilbey JHuadg
-she would stop accepting citY ju
prisoners in the jail.
was
The city has housed its pria. Benjamin Schwartz. Hollis
for arrested after Carolyn Walker,
il tbe
jace
euvnetry sin
_aboutoners
Highland Heights, Ky.,
two years, ever
an overdose of hallu_ Kentucky Health Departmentcondemned the Salyersville elnegens in a Cincinnati apartment.
Jail.
LIVINGSTON, Ky. (AP)CINCINNATI (AP)-A 1S
Yearkt N°rthern
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day near Livingston in Rockcastle County.
isavame‘
L&N officials said tracks
I Cesitbaed from Page
were damaged but no injuries
pliance, the Southeastern occurred. An investigation into
United States 45 per cent, Ne- .the cause of the derailment is
braska 50 per cent, Illinois 45
e
per cent, and New Merico "
- Ewes&
per cent,
14444d1r4.4
4...
NIXON AND SATO TO TALK TODAY
)
--4--HENDERSON, Ky. (APT
ere simply not awaredon to ierdace. _Arthur Id.
- -San Clemente, Calif. (AP)-Pr,esident Nixon and Japan's
of the re
•
:•:-Ittenfireerlaty....tuanaKer
Prime Minister Eisaku Sato buckle'down to hard negotiations
said. "They said, 'We're glad
was defeated by a 3-2 vote
todaraffer a hit of informal pre-summit diplomacy by Secretary
-you came in. Now we know Wednesday by tho now city
of the Treasury John B. Connally.
what the rules are."
Mena
, Sate, who arrived in Southern California, Wednesday, has his
in
in:
rads Myna a newcomer
each cagesaid
P°ItileY
first-face-tasce talk with Nixon at the Western White House
store owners were - advised ot-- to the conunIssion which took
afternoon. Connally paid 't social call on 'his Japanese
the regulations, given a sheet office Saturday, called for
counterpart, Finance Minister Mho !Amite, Wednesday.
of paper explaining them, and
8
13eauchamp's dismissal in ora AI
. were tokl that agents wauld be
der to keep a campaign prom• cohoirrrEE mien SECRECY STAMP
.
back to check them before Jan. ;
ise. Bonnell,said he. wanted to
WAStlINGTON (AP)-.The House Armed Services Committee
INJURED REMOVED FROM 747-Ambulances collect 747 - • phone striking a severe downdraft over Texas. Many of the in. 17.
replace Beauchamp, who had
the
secrecy
curbhig
overuse
of
is undertaking an inquiry aimed at
.,
He said the IRS will refrain
passengers at Los Angeles, Calif., airport following a landing. • Jared hit the cabin's ceiling as the jet lurched in the air.
no formal training in city adstamp and closing what the chairman calls the "open season" on
whephoto
from
citing
Mores
for
violating
made by the plane carrying persons who were injured by the
(AP
ministration, with someone who
government secrets.
the rules until Jan. 17. "After
was more "qualified."
Without mentioning. either cohurrni.st Jack Anderson's
Jan. 17, there's no more
disclosure of Nixon administration strategy papers Or the Pengrace," he said.
_ tape paperk-Rep. F. Edward Hebert, D-La., announded WedUnder the Price Conuniss rules, retail stores with
stock __ awn'
Ntir-yoRic
nesditra-majorimmtieyinto proper classification and protection
(Cestioned from Page
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FRANKFORT-Four Democratic Senators discuss the happenings of the opening day session of
the 1972 Kentucky General Assembly at the state capitol here: From left, Sen. Tom Mobley.
teuisville; Sen. Damon Majors, Caneyville; flatC-Carroll Huhbard,-Idayfield; and Sen. Williamvan,-Henderson.
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ScOre® Natura
WORKS IN HALF THE
TIME Of SIMPLE ASPRIN

7-Ounce Size
TWICE AS

ASI AS ASPIPIN

1.17 Value

;

4-oz. Size

99c Value

!II!
III
!!
I

'1.59
- Value

(Bath

animal
shaped soap
long lasting mild castile

LONG

AST/NG

FAST RELIEF

WAY

NASAL SINUS
CONGESTION

BRAND
NasalSpy

VItALIS KEEPS HAIR
NEAT ALL DAY
WITHOUT GREASE

NASAL SPRAY

111•11111_001.111M

soap
Five 1.5
bars

753.9999

AI*
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Est. 900
steady to
fs higher 22.75-23.00
23.00-23.25
22.50-22.
22.00-22.50
21.50-22.00
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Yurthermore, if your riTifrn
• but yew own.
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audited we will accompany you, at
However, annually million* of tax- no extra cost, to the Internal Revepayers bear this kind of per-'
nue Service and explain how
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who'really shouldn't
even though we will not
knosCror what? Just
act as your legal repso they- can save a resentative.
few dollars doing
This means that
their income tax.
H
R Ellock is
rlbat's some price
- ready to offer you
'to pay.
year 'round tax
You see,
draw-more
feetysr:'
thai it costs to do it
no extra alma `for
with any agiateur who
audits and estimates.
might/hot know that
Yes, we cost, a little bit
work clothes in some inmore than your'relatives
stances are deductible, or that
br frien4ILAT.31eilabora_lattindome- averaging •rnight
when you think of What- we &Ibex,'
_dollars,_ you can have your tar return you can't afford anything less than
done by a specially trained member H & It Block.
of the H & R Block team with complete confidentiality. There are thou- DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
MAR BLOCK'S JOB.
sands of them in over 6,000 convenierttly Imated offices. H ,St R -13lock-1
`‘
fees start at $5 and the mierage cost
was under $12.-50 for the'7 minim
families we-serAd last year..
The income tax people.

LS: Choice
10, 400-500

ket-News P72
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7th & Maple
(Next to Piker Ford)

In hiliW-the-awner of aready-mix concrete plant takes
a strong stand for morecontrols

50 employees reports to the "Does anyone, including our
Feteration,- "Catena-41067*m _President, have the-gets-to-try
Is tinder control under -Phase II. and-Control the unions? I have
Smaltbusiness is at a loss as to just heard the coal miners.have
which way to turn and what to received a go ahead vote from
do. Our case is that material the wage control board for the
increases and labor increases first year-of their contract. This
granted or accepted just prior amounts to about an 18 percent
to the Phase I freeze have hurt. increase, whereaa the President
No relief was granted under is trying to hold all increases to
1
2 percent. Will anyone or any
Phase I even though a request 5/
for a hearing was made to the groupI stand up to'the big
proper office. We now find unions? It's now or never."
But in Florida, the owner of a
Phase II with little more known
facts a& tO what we can do,---terviee-laniatess takes the
Increased cOsts with inability to - position
- the - present
pass these costs on IS our operation of the controls is
primary problem at the current- discriminatory saying, "Under
the present wage,price controls
time."
From the volunteer cam- the small businessman is
Jaeats -.received by 'lb& caught-in the middle,the lame
, it appears lhat
moor --problem in wage and-- -It.thiak there is a need for
Price- stabilization is in the some form of wage and pride'
construction field, for a controls, but not at the expense
Wisconsin heating contractor .of the labor farce as it is now."
A Connecticut garage owner
complains as follows,"We feel
very strong against the wage -says, "lifly_*ggest problem it
. .11/4: I • --watE:Ve-rreed a present seems to be the greater
pre-determined percentage and greater amount of
wage raise per year such as paperwork and regulations
being set forth by State and
five percent. ,
-ea -well as Federal
ourturionnegotiations,
had an arbitrator award a nine =governments and their cornand one half percent raise to missions. For exam*, the
union We objected, sent paperwork to do with the

Is Damaging To Your Carl!
Let Us Rid Your tar of Dirty Sludge
OAS UP WITH US
,

rte
ort

By a heavy majority, 91
percent to be exact, the nation's
independent business people
approve of the Presidential
'move to combat inflation by
restraining wage and price
increases. But paradoxically,
there is almost an even division
on the announced guidelines
employed.
just completed poll by the
National Federation of Independent Business, started in
early December shows the
approval of the President's
action in the broad scope with
only 7 percent opposed and 2
percent undecided.
But only 46 percent are shown
in favor of the then announced
guidelines of permitting wages
to raise 5 to 7 percent each year
while holding price increases
2 to 3 percent range. The results
show 44 percent opposed to with
10 percent undecided.
In addition- to the voted
questionnaires, volunteer
comments are made to the
N.F.I.B.. A metal Working plant
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14th of January.
J6C
7tmbOi1iñëy
and
brick
f
1962
BUICK
LaSabre,
four
door,
Cozy older
7 room house,
SERVICES OFFERED
corn base; close to church, on
good
condition,
recently
modern For nipointment rail,
_arinounths-thattailing ursday.
FOR RENT
SEVEN REGISTERED Angus
route.
mail
6295.00.
Phone
753overhauled.
- school-UAL-11W'
:--465-2173.
CARROLL'S PLUMBING. Is Heifers. George Shoemaker,
We
Contact Mrs. Bertha Kerr,
3516. J6C Maintelltulce,' Coldwater. Phone
NICE 3 bedroom House, Dining
Hazel, Route 2, phone 436-5898. rooin,„2"_Den,
Princeton, Kentucky 365__Garage, Quiet
J12C Quarter of a beef for sale.
489-2295.
J6P
J12C FIVE ROOM house with separate
will be working with us and -she invites all her
6501
locattoti„ 1140.00 j:ter month.
1969 PLYMOUTH Road Runner,
blue with black vinyl top, ---BY OWNER: Three bedroom five room apartment on large
111-1 BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, HAY, RED Clover and Orchard Available early January, Call
friends to call her for an appointment
753-9917 after 6 p.m.
motor, automatic, factory 'nags also bank gravel, fill dirt and Grass.Phone 753-7550.
brick,large family room,two full corniir lot. Has upstairs that
J10C
Phone 4354405.
baths, double garage, fenced could be made into large apartJ7P topsoil. Phone Hardin 3544569 or
• 7 PHONE 753-6114,EXTRA NICE one
TFC
patio, central heat and air, ment. Located at 811 Vine. Phone
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
furnished
apartment, kt block
7534607.
power
J12C
pickup,
1969
DODGE
Oar
Yumbos
are
BIG
Phone
753-7643. J11C
firepjace.
from college. Couples only. No
steering, brakes, automatic SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
JUICY.
Use
2
hands
to
hold
4,-1972,
January
date,
Serthis
As of
EtErrnottrx SALES &
pets. Electric heat and air con-transmission, air conditioner, hoe work. Phone Rex Camil, 753It and use 2 napkins-60c
vices,Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. I, John T. Jenkins, National Hotel factory made cattle racks. Phone 5933,
ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or. 753.TFC
Here
or
go.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far. will not be, responsible for any 753-2350.
4478.
J8C
TFC debts other than my own.
mingion,Kentucky. •
TRIANGLE INN
Leave
records
SERVICE.
TAX
J6P
John T. Jenkins.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
for fast preparation. Government
SPECIAL
station
1964
BUICK
histallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
trained. Reasonable rates. Phone CHROME TABLE and 4 chairs; duplex, 1601 College Farm Road,
wagon., V8, -factory air, 753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C Vox organ; Baldwin , amplifier. $7500 per month with $50.00
SERVICE
SALES
Phone 753-4902 or 753-9844. J10C deposit. Phone 753-579Z after 5:00
automatic, good- sound body,
8-Track Tape Players trailer hitch. $375.00. Phone 753If You
p.m.
J8P
J8C TREES TRIMMED, cut and 327 CHEVROLET MOTOR, 300
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV 7414.
For estimate phone H.P., 30,000 miles; also 3 speed
• J7P fully synchronized transmission, 'NICE FURNISHED,apartment,
aDixieland Shopping Center 1970 DATSUN,red with air, kcal 474-2744 or 474-2387.
Phone.dose to campus.Phone 753- truck,$1595.00. 1967 GMC pickup,L
clutch, pressure
plate,
'W.. TFC
$750.00.
BARBER
automatic,
6
HORNBUCKLE'S
cylinder,
positraction
rear
end
for
LARGE HOME
and
COUNTRY LIVING
organs
and
$325.00.
9:00
PIANOS
pickup,
Street,
open
BALDWIN
Shop, 213 Spruce
Hee Chevrolet
Chevrolet. Phone 753-9189. J6C
Before 5:00 p.m.
J8C a.m. till 5:00 p.m.," Monday
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
NEAR STORES
for rent or sale. Rent applies to Phone 474-2378.
FIVE ACRES
Or
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co,
through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00. EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, available. For information
• This beautiful seven room, three bedroom brick ranch style
TFNCf econsmical, Blue Lustre carpet contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
across from Post Office, Paris,
Boy's haircuts $.75.
home with large paneled family room, abundance of kitchen
J7C 1963 CHEVROLET Biscayne,
Tennessee.
carpeting,
drites
dishwasher,
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer Savings,and Loan, Main Street in
cabinets, built in range and
blue, four door, 6 cylinder,
Between 6:00 p.m.
tfr
. -Big K, Belaire Shopping Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC
and TV antenna -oh five acres located at the comer of two
WILL. DO haVY-illlifig •-i-ii---thy
753Phone
$290.00.
straight
shift.
J8C
Kirksey.
Center.
of
tiorth
just
roads
black top
7:00 p.m. In The GARAGE SALE; clothing, -all 7795,day or night.
J8C home- or your home if furnish
Estate
Real
TWO TRAILERS,one apartment -MILLER,
L.
CLAUDE
•
transportation. Phone 753Evening
sizes; househakl Rent. Saturday,
69 YAMAHA 350 Street Scram- and one house: All modern and on .418 Main St.
e.IENC
'
7371.
'
•
If you know your route
January 8,9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m , 1959 FORD six cylinder sedan.
bler, . Motorola color TV and Kentucky Lake. Phone 436-'
John 4.. Neubauer, Assoc. Broker
boy's number, please call
Sunday January 9, 1:00 p.m. to Perfect condition. A bargain.
entertainment center, Tappan "2427.
J7C
753-3059
;
753-7531
753-5064
him first. If you get no '6:00 p.m. Heated garage, 820 Sha Phone 436-2142.
INTERIOR PAINTING. Free 30" electric range, Queen size
Service.
Listing
results then call John
J9C
We are a member of the Multiple
•
Wa Circle.
estimate. Work guaranteed. bed, dinirig room -suite, conch, FURNSIHED TWO bedroom,
Pasco , .at the above
J8C two -chest of draWers, dresser, _apartment, central air and heat,
WANT TO BUY
Phone 753-3484.
number during the hours
etal book eases, four stack wall to wall carpeting. Good listed
LOST & FOUND
BUY discarded dog HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!! electric heater, coffee table and location. Phone 753-4331.
J7C
WANT
TO
BLUE MARLIN
tools; Kewiring, Service Changes, two end tables Phone 753-;,.
carpentry
houses;
• LOST, FEMALE-English Setter,
•
J6P
Philadelphfa surveyors rod; Electric Heat Specialist. No job is 9318,
LADIES WANTED to form car
IN GREEN Acres Trailer Court,
brown and white, has collar. with
Phone. 753-2959 or too small. Reasonable rates. 11
hams;
Friday
country
Night
10', and 12' wide trailers. For
.1KIOLJAZ. _Paducah:. far Weight..
telephone number 753-5525.
sac SyCamore.Phone 753436-5430.
GOOD- USED Color television married couples only. 41.40....:
THE WANDERERS
'Watcher -meetings on Monday
HAlease call 753-4461 or 763February 1 Dunn's TV. & Appliance, 118 trailer spaces, $22.50 per month.
2967.
J6C
nights. Phone 753-7430.
1347.
TFC
SaturdayNight
South 12th Street. Free parking in Clean and quiet. Available;
-WANT TO BUY; logs and
'THE
J61' telephones, nature-T641 PET SHOP. Fish, birds,
LOST: BLACK and white Pointer
0-s and-i
standing timber. Also have'for FOR ALL your home additions, rear. ;
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
puppies, hamsters, guinea pigs
etc.
remodeling,
wearing collar with Guy
alterations,
sawdust.
and
cablevision, U miles on North
sale lumber
sell.
to
34 BED,LIKE new, priced
174-Ity
' and supplies. Phone 753-1862 or
-Sullivan's name.Phone 753Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Free Estimates. Phone-753J7C 16th Street extended. Phone:7753--I
Phone 7534432.
753-9457_
January27C
3213,
J8C
TFC 6123.
• *JAC
4539.
•
Phone 7584147.
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c-tasualty
And Theft Losses _ Must
., • .
Be Verified According To CPA _

,.

YOU CAN MAKE IT. .

.

,

'
Survey Shows Sharp Gain In Region
s Timber Growth
S

.

Tennessee -VIEW forests *lick. The aMounted sawiriiher watershed.
developed It wM use this newly
.
-'
showed a 21 percent increase in was up 27 percent over the 1965
A- .
ehensive analytical gathered information to project
: =' total timbex Volume over the figure-up from-ebou4 53.4
report on forest resource trends the Vallel timber supply,
(Editor's _,Note: This is the the amount of loss, but if tax- +-----•
-.---. past five years despite a small billion board feet to 67.8 billionthe region since the inception OW*,and_wie for the period
ia
.
.
this-4c.,
second of a Krieg of _articles payers
consider
- '-- drop in the amount of forested in 070.
' si _INA in 1933 wa_ilow.--be _heween--Wand 30110.
r
prepared by The Kentucky assessment low--or if 'the ..__ _ kind, a recent TVA
The infortiontion for the- 2-------17-- '--s.
. Certified Public ,property la mansureci-volitie
1
44
Ude
,tY ,
. resource inveatory sh• •••
kS
COn
i
o
r
e
s
t
C
report,
which
published
Is
to
be
Accountants offering advice is appraisers who are experts in
' The survey, covering all of
month, was
Shag 071 Federal Income Tax the type of property involved
the 125 counties of the TenBy VERNON E.BROWN
throu h rethrd measuring
Rename.)
'
may be called in. If insurance
nessee River watershed, is done ....i..
Copley News Service
gawitlin
the
1131111g
+so permanent
le plots
Among the deductions that proceeds exceed the value of the
,
at 5-year intervals by foresters
systematically
spaced
Aso reduce income tax property prior to the caanaltY,
I feel very strongly about nations' and people's rights to protect in the agency's Division of
throughout the 36.6 million
obligations are those for there may be a taxable-gain.
themselves. I'm committed to the rule of self-preservatipn„ 1,
Forestry, Fisheries, _and
acres in the 125 Valley counties,
casualty rezses-TraWfter- offal1, lifr; fludger says,
However, my concern is that America, our country, is being Wildlife Development.
The Murray 'Christian Claire& is nett denomination nor
This survey was the first to
, Uncle Sam is very hard-nosed
a fide *Unction bet- constantly forced politically and financially to react and feel as
Foresters report a decrease •
a part of any demobination or sectarian 'body. It is
lude all of the area in Valley
about documentation of such ween a sudden,• unexpected other people feel,
of about 3 percent in totalneither "Protestant" nor "Catholic". It is a congregation
I was very woad -el President Nixon and Secretary. of State forested area, down from 22.2 counties-earlier reports done
losses, according to Kenneth phenomenon, which is deducof people who are obedient believers lb Jesus Christ. It is a .
. Bunger, president of The tible, and a gradual, ongoing William P. Rogers because their approach to the Middle East million acres in 1965 to 21.6 in 1938, 1950, 1960, and 1965
church patterned after the church founded in the New
stopped at the watershed
:Kentucky- Society of Certifieddeterioration, which is not. He . sitinition was a slow, wait-and-see attitude.1-.
million acres in 1970. The total
Testament. It was established by Jesus Christ, God's Son,
But unfortunately, the President, guided by political expediency, was about 20 million acres
Public Accountants.
cites as an example damage
•
in boundary without counting the
who said: "I will build My Church." That church was
12,__ ---Air. Banger explains that Caused by winter weather: allowed Sen.- Jaeob-K. Jrits of New York, Sen. Edward Kennedy 1933,
border
before
Valley remaining' portion of
established on the Day of Pentecost,30 A.D,Tbe.record of
....., ssachusetts,• and a few.more of
_ _ generally a casualty loss is one unless there is a specific bk
- and SeifEcT. wardifetio__ _rie,-Folh_ol
counties.
.,
The.
survey,
1970
reforestation
programs got
. to-force Ameica closer yet to a confrontation with
its establishment is found in Acts, chapter two.
i, ___ ;Abet results from a sodden. zard or sleet storm, the loss is R
wyer . es_..
under way. The 1970 total still however, covered all of the
The Murray Christian Church has no denominational
unexpected
or
event,
unusual
generally not deductible.
counties in or touched by the
means
well
::-over
half
the
For the life of me I can't see why Sen. Brooke would have such al
organization nor any earthly headquarters. It has no
, and 'file burden of proving that
The.salve lack of suadermess
•
'
acreage
in the region ia' in
serious concern for the Jews. As the highest ranking black
"bishops" or "superintendents" outside the local
. the mishap or disaster qualifies and unpredictability rules out
forests.
Lon
ger
-la
sting
politician in our country,
he
has
a
nonexistent
concern
for
his
fellow
congregation. Each congregation is governed by its own
__as_n__ casualty lies_ with_ the deductions for losses caused, by biack Americans at 110;
fle.
,„._.
The inventory shows about is
Elders-men who are selected by the congregation to
termites, dry rot, rust, erosion,
latitPaYer. --Fin looking forward with great anticipation for the time when a billion cubic feet of growing
iwimpain
oversee, shepherd and superintend. Christ is its only head.
Even when an occurrence -,' and drought in an area where senator in Washington
will have enough confidence in his con- stock in 1970 in trees of coinA new high-energy primary
The Murray Christian Church believes and teaches that
such as a fire, tornado, Hoed or dry conditions are normal
mercial species and quality
victions to seir what should be said on the Senate floor
buttery with high voltage, high
the only way a person can become a Christian and •a--- -earthquake causes destruction
In cases of theft, there must
As Americans, if we are to fight side by side with the Jews, then (over 5 inches _in diameter), capacity and long shelf Welles
member of the Church (the body of Christ) is by obeying
throughout the taxpayer's be evidence that theft actuallY we should also protect
sovereignty as.free peOpie. Let's not compared to about 15.6 billion ,been developed by Matsushita
the Gospel plan of Salvation found in the Bible: Faith in
community, he still must show occurred. The fact that a piece charge them for airktnha
denote aim* aldpnente of Swum cubic feet in 1965. Thik_t_has a 21, Electrieltahistrial Go..Ltd -a-. ___.., -jean as the
cbrigt-thr-goo of *miring God; Repea--........_ .
,t it reductill-the-_-vaine of his. lit_prOperty_lg.Mining-11...nat.3.iia give Ahem the *nee -- -.,-, -- ----_--------- ---- -percent inereaSe. - ---:---- - - teading--Iltretrtnite
--'
'`
,
rtn/t.
''.--111hence
Confession of faith in Jesus ea the Christ
of
sib;
property androve the extent of enough, Mr. Bunger 1 ari_lis.'
_titsay_.rfa notlabeled amkserhitte.-or xstwesr;_re,asti_as
_ _Average-Tgrowinivistook- in- JaPan. - --- 7-----77N7-- ---- iefo, re men011eing Baptized into ChrftImmersion in ------ claimed:- -.- ;
Ythirig
Rot 0seems to me that whenever anyoriedoesn't think as our so- ''creased from 720144_ 00._cubic _ Matsushita officials predict --..---Water) for tUttinission of sin; then,'LlForng
.itRighteous
Extent aloes W-coMputed in
called "liberal friends" think we should, we've automatically feet per acre in the 5-year the new batteries will find wide
Life before God and man, until death. •
either of two ways, the CPA
application
for
small
become anti. size
deskincrease
period. At this rate of
ufficialsaY"Tie la t° start with
in productivity, foresters say, top calculators, portable tape
The lifurray Christian Church does not recognize ,
the original cost of tlie property
_
.During the black struggle in our country, we labeled white .Valley forests could reach a recorders and other cordless
sprinkling or pouring as Scriptural baptism. The New
The world's oceans may be TAmericans antibleek.
and add any expenditures for
electric
equipment.
- •-1-1---.-,..---, goal of 1,500 cubic feet per acre
Testament says baptism is a "vurial", a "planting"
capital improvements, then dead hY the end cif this ee
'
aurY., -f Let's look at the record:
•
'
_
by about 1985.
(Romans 6:4-5) and symbolizes the death, burial,. and
deduct the depreciation, in- predicts Prof. Jacques Pic1. The Jews don't want to negotiate.
-- ---, The survey found increases
resurrection of Christ. It does not practice "infant
I
: surance
d8.• 3 -"ge card. The Baltic, Adriatic and _ 2 Jews-nave blocked opening the suez Canal. _
_ . , - proceeds,
for all ..tiniber species except
Mediterranean would- be the . 3.
I,
'
•
•
sprinkling" beeause only thosi capable of believing in
occupied territory
don't ant to '
J
exblack walnut, The greatest
Christ and confessing Him before men were baptized,
4. There is too much and
. too strong a hatred between the .
Iwo wrawth was talhe
red oaks_
4
- . --"eit
'
aim "
f "
eh eaattaltY "'" - Piccard said that eight milInfants do not qualify +aid sprinkling is not scriptual
to ever live comfortably together.
for each -piece of property). - lion
tons of oil po •. into the PecCies
valuable for flooring',and furfcir'them
Two-month-old -Anna ElizaLet talk
about the Arabs:
baptism.
losses are
Business casualty
nat---esealis every Year '
.
ikenanstratettimeind-iima-oujiin-that tiseraearT4tore-4vaiell-showed
'
'
'
'
., ''- an- W34-aa"1-43.
71\
The Murepy Outlaw-- -Church eheareuils--Thrd's
------=--------areet-to7-11*---11;100 UVItI5TUCL . pollutants
were killing
.
o
•
nowby
million
first
herTsio
713
cubic,
creaseof
the
grand:
feet..
soldiers.1._ ' _
.
, Supper ow the First Day of the week (Sunday) as taught,
The second way to determine plankton. -tbe_iiegetahle /hit'
the/
are
yaw
pine
increased
by
543
'
4+•t
hers
in Sweden'
In- the
.
2.The AraMaitnumber the ,-1.
by 7 or lito I.One any
commanded,and practiced in the New Testament times.
the decrease in value .is with
stage in ihe chain feeding of an
million cubic feet, and yellow warid'$ first trans-Atlantic pibgoing to learn how to fight.
.- ..,____.
Its members wear no other name but Christian because
, Contractor's bids for restoring marine life.
'
ture-telephone
transmission.
by,421
million.
3. The oil in Arab countries is the United State,' only real con- poplar,
this is the New Name God gave His people.
the property ha its condition
Little
Anne
is
the
daughter
of
•The
reported decrease in total
cern.
,
The Murray Christian Church meeting at ISIS Chestnut
,
immediately prior to the event.
•
4. Russia and America are playing games
to an assistant clinical attache
-millions and forest area can be attributed
St. is simply a congregational believers worshipping and
.-._LAgain.„. insurance proceeds and
h emba
•
millions of lives. As of yet,they haven't deterdiinlid the'true slakes. clearing Of lands ler pasfura at the S
• . the 1100 exclusion reduce the
Washington, D.C. Her relatives •i"- - serving ehriet Jesus ire -Lord. We seek to be a New -o
The solution to the problem:
and other ases, foresters say.
....___ . Testament church following the pattern given in God's ..
amount of deductible loss. The
1. The Suez Canal must be opened at any and all cost. And as Land requirements for highway had assembled in Tanum SweA
testicle
Holy Word. The Church is God's Kingdom and we are
.
-'
den, for the transmission 'to de- `,....
tat-instead .tif eerrreattehai Americans,that sboug be our comnutineaL
.
tWea__.--5-Leii_deoCe'-bek'kl ir.1
• .
COnat-rwl0n3 ificklatA-2-"
"
47144 Wilt& of then)she most re'
--.."'iriv_44
tgulestarr-lbe-Mmatifte-dgeirnes,ardthaneel,Jul
2.
The
Jews
should
be
allowed
to keep Jerusittan.
-and - recreation-alao----tonir sentied.
..... ;;„..a
---Pcrling
--Mr
'
,l
;_
- Bunger
studs lies been developed by a
assr,.._
;„_
they were is 31 AD.-3.
The
Jevis
allowed
should
to
be
keep
the
Golan
Heights.
'
significant
out
"'''' ""'""` "'yerh`"``''
areas
of
land
firm iii Lud
heid, W st GerOur worship services start at 10:45 A.M. Bible School
'
• receipts, before-and-after fl
4. All other occupied territory must be given back to the Arabs. timber production.
.
,
far all ages, starts at 9:45 A.M.
LEMON LORE
,...:1
-- -..-...2photographs, news clippings,-... ;---Thr-poly
As Americans, we must realize, once and for all, that we are not
ide-coated steel
The rate • of increase in
The California lemon Indus•
police
or fire department studs, the manufacturer God. Therefore, there is no possible way we can negotiate the
sawtirnber, those trees large try, today's leading world prorecords of alarms
turned in, and claims, have good road-holding hatred between the Arabs and Jews. We must also realize we enough
.
to be used for lumber ducer, was begun by Father
..
cannot
to
continue
play
both
ends
together.
appraisers' estimates.
We
must
take
a
stand.
. characteristics, are quiet and
and purposes other than Serra in 1769, when a few lemon
,
.
True
.
Americanism
totalcommitrnent
is
a
to
the
reinstallation
of
If the property is insured, do 1
damage to road surgreater seeds . were planted near the
insurance company adjusters faces than the conventional" our v.alues for freedom, within a great country, by and for our pulpwood, was .even
1508
Chestrtuilkeet
than the rate for total growing first Franciscan Mission in San
will provide their estimate of kind,people.
_ 4 .
Diego.
A-

ideast °tic

WHAT IS THE . .
MURRAY
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
•
,

battery..
Japan

-141-orer predids
dead seas 2000 A D -- -

pictore_pboae relay
chows baby to family

a

New snow tire stud
created in Germany

iv

urray Chris' tia' ft Church '- ,- -,

What is in Dwain Taylor's
Show Room ..

* 50 Of Them!! *
Bank Rate Financing!
This is a first for us! Here's how it
ened . . . We traded some used trucks for 2 truck loads of Pool Tables .
Now we must H these--to get our money back on the deal!

--We Have 3 Sizes and Type:s
6' Table (the smallest) $9500
7' Next Larger
$23500
8' Largest
$250"

tb•

(Plus Sales*Tax)
Each table comes equipped with complete set of Balls,
Rack, Sticks and Chalk.
We are not Pool Table Dealers, but from what we understand
we have .some bargains in Pool Tables!

* Charlie Jenkins
* J. H. Nix
* Guy McCuiston
*Dwain Taylor

•100% F!tfancing Available
with 'Bank Approval
Example: '250" (Large Table)
'12" Tax
'262"
12 Payments of '23.19
Example: 14.75 Interest
8.32
\ ,ss'-s.••
ce s'A‘
44e
t,e`14

SEE OUR SALESMEN

4-

•

WE WILL BE OPEN THURSDAY AND
FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 8:00

v a co"
oe
(„s, .0,•
v° seri:

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET-, Inc.Haiel.flighway • -South 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-2617
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